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Mid-Infrared Fiber Lasers 
(RTO-MP-SET-171) 

Executive Summary 
Mid-infrared laser sources are needed for active countermeasure systems against the next generation of heat 
seeking missiles, and for long range remote sensing of targets and threats. Fiber lasers are inherently more 
suitable for these applications than conventional solid state lasers, offering optical confinement, reduced 
environmental sensitivity, and simplified thermal management. Although recent years have brought 
significant advances in fiber laser technology, these have focused on silica-based fibers, whose utility is 
limited to the short wavelength end of the mid-infrared due to absorption. No fiber laser has yet been 
demonstrated at wavelengths longer than 3 microns, the low end of the mid-IR atmospheric transmission 
window.  

The purpose of this workshop was to assemble leading researchers in the field of fiber laser technology to 
establish the collective state-of-the-art in mid-IR (non-silica) fibers, and to identify the most promising 
strategies for developing new mid-IR fiber sources. Both fiber lasers and amplifiers, and fibers for 
nonlinear frequency conversion (e.g. Raman, supercontinuum) will be considered. Topics covered in this 
workshop included: fiber growth and fabrication, material characterization and spectroscopy, pumping 
requirements, resonator geometries and bragg gratings, and theory and modelling. 

A total of 8 speakers presented their research on a variety of fibers designed to emit directly at wavelengths  
> 3 microns, fibers for nonlinear frequency conversion into the mid-infrared (e.g. supercontinuum, Raman) 
and improved fiber pump sources for bulk frequency conversion (χ(2)) devices operating in the mid-IR, 
including novel components needed for a fiber laser system. Treatments ranged from development of 
relevant theory to experimental results and practical applications of fiber technology. Presenters were invited 
to highlight lessons learned, best practices, and current challenges in expanding fiber-based sources in the 
mid-infrared spectral range.  
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Les fibres laser infrarouge moyen 
(RTO-MP-SET-171) 

Synthèse 
Les sources laser en infrarouge moyen sont nécessaires aux systèmes actifs de contremesures pour lutter 
contre la prochaine génération de missiles IR, et pour la télédétection à longue distance des cibles et des 
menaces. Les lasers à fibres sont intrinsèquement mieux adaptés à ces applications que les lasers à l’état 
solide conventionnels, offrant un confinement optique, une sensibilité environnementale réduite, et une 
gestion thermique simplifiée. Bien que ces dernières années aient apporté de réels progrès dans la 
technologie des lasers à fibres, ceux-ci se sont concentrés sur les fibres à base de silice, dont l’utilité est 
limitée, à cause de leur absorption, à la frange des longueurs d’onde courtes dans l’infrarouge moyen. 
Aucun laser à fibres n’a encore fait l’objet d’une démonstration pour des longueurs d’ondes supérieures à 
3 microns, valeur basse de la fin de la fenêtre de transmission atmosphérique en IR moyen.  

L’objet de cet atelier a été de réunir les plus grands chercheurs dans le domaine de la technologie des lasers à 
fibres pour établir un état de l’art collectif des fibres en IR moyen (silice exclu), et d’identifier les stratégies 
les plus prometteuses pour développer les nouvelles sources de fibres en IR moyen. Les lasers à fibres et les 
amplificateurs, ainsi que les fibres pour la conversion des fréquences non linéaires (par exemple le Raman,  
le supercontinuum) seront pris en compte. Les sujets abordés par cet atelier comprenaient : Le développement 
et la fabrication des fibres, la caractérisation et la spectroscopie des matériaux, les exigences concernant le 
pompage, les géométries des résonateurs et les réseaux de Bragg, et aussi la théorie et la modélisation. 

Huit (8) intervenants au total ont présenté leurs travaux sur différentes fibres conçues pour émettre 
directement à des longueurs d’onde supérieures à 3 microns, des fibres pour la conversion des fréquences 
non linéaires en infrarouge moyen (par exemple, le supercontinuum et le Raman) et des sources de pompage 
de fibres améliorées pour des dispositifs de conversion des fortes fréquences (χ(2)) utilisées dans les milieux 
IR, comprenant de nouveaux composants nécessaires pour les systèmes de lasers à fibres. Le traitement des 
recherches a été fait en partant du développement de théories pertinentes jusqu’aux résultats expérimentaux 
et aux applications pratiques de la technologie des fibres. Les intervenants ont été invités à souligner les 
leçons retenues, les meilleures pratiques, et les défis actuels pour développer les sources à base de fibres dans 
la gamme spectrale du milieu infrarouge.  
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FRANCE 
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Dr. Rita Peterson 
Air Force Research Laboratory 

UNITED STATES 

Dr. Marc Eichhorn 
French German Research Institute of Saint Louis 

FRANCE 

INTRODUCTION 

Mid-infrared laser technology is critical to the development of active sources for defeating a growing spectrum 
of heat seeking missiles, as well as for remote sensing of targets and threats. These coherent sources must be 
resistant to environmental changes, and sufficiently compact and conformable to fit in a variety of platforms 
including large transports, combat aircraft, helicopters, and even UAVs. Fiber lasers have distinct advantages 
over conventional bulk solid state lasers. Their optical confinement reduces the need for free space optics which 
are sensitive to misalignment, and to such environmental conditions as dust, vibration, and moisture. Their 
inherent geometry simplifies thermal management and supports distributed system architectures. Although 
recent advances in fiber laser technology have been significant, with output powers in kW demonstrated by 
several research groups, no fiber laser has yet been demonstrated at wavelengths longer than 3 microns, the low 
end of the mid-IR atmospheric transmission window. Passive transport fiber and fiber-based optical devices for 
the mid-IR are still rare, lossy and relatively fragile. Extending into the mid-IR the considerable advantages of 
fiber technology would provide laser sources that are efficient, robust, compact, potentially high in power, and 
spectrally suited to critical military applications like infrared countermeasures. 
 

THEME OF WORKSHOP 

Fiber lasers and fiber technology devoted to telecom applications are very well developed and sources 
delivering kW output powers have been demonstrated. Recent advances in the 2 µm wavelength range have 
also been demonstrated but there is still a lack of fiber components. Theoretical modelling and designs of fiber 
lasers emitting beyond 3 µm have been done but no fiber laser has yet been demonstrated. State-of-the-art, 
issues, challenges and potential of mid-IR fiber technologies were the ocus of the workshop discussion. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF WORKSHOP 

The purpose of this workshop is to assemble leading researchers in the mid-IR fiber laser field to establish the 
collective state-of-the-art, including current fiber and fiber laser technological maturity; to assess the promise 
of mid-infrared fiber laser technology for supporting the future broad area situational awareness needs of 
NATO; to highlight the current issues and challenges; and to propose ways to advances the state of the art in 
mid-infrared fiber laser technology. 
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SUMMARY OF TALKS 

1 – Richard Quimby, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, USA 

Rare Earth Doped Non-Oxide Glasses for Mid-IR Fiber Lasers  

Richard Quimby of Worcester Polytechnic Institute gave the opening presentation of the workshop, as one of 
the two keynote speakers. His presentation was split into four parts, first an overview of mid-IR rare earth 
transitions, then theory and experiment on non-radiative relaxation, following by a presentation of the fiber 
laser demonstrated to date and finally the modeling of fiber lasers. 

After a short introduction on mid-IR fiber lasers, Prof. Quimby presented the upper limit on transition 
wavelength due to the optical transparency band of different glass hosts (selenide, sulfide, fluoride and oxide) 
and nonradiative quenching of the upper laser level (giving the rule of thumb: more than 5 photons to bridge 
the gap). This shows that nonoxide glass host is necessary for mid-IR laser operation. 

The next part of his presentation concentrated on non-radiative relaxation in chalcogenide glasses, in order to 
determine if the energy gap law was still valid for this kind of material. Experimental results show that the slopes 
of the non-radiative decay rate as a function of the energy gap are similar for almost all rare-earth hosts expect 
sulfide glass. The multiphoton rate is determined from the calculated radiative decay and the fluorescence 
lifetime measurements and by varying the temperature. Measured extra non-radiative decay is likely due to 
energy transfer to localized vibrational modes. Then the author enumerated the different limiting factor to the 
performance of chalcogenide fiber laser:  

1) Nonradiative quenching of upper laser level; 

2) Excited state absorption; 

3) Bottle-necking; and 

4) Fiber attenuation. 

In the third part of his presentation, Prof. Quimby reviewed the state of the art of chalcogenide lasing fiber.  
He referenced two published results, first an Er:ZBLAN fiber laser at 2.75 µm with 1.7 W output power; 
second, a Ho:ZBLAN fiber laser at 2.86 µm with 2.5 W output power. Both fibers were co-doped with Pr to 
reduce bottle-necking. But no fiber laser above 3 µm was reported, and no experimental rare-earth doped 
chalcogenide glass fiber laser has yet been demonstrated. For wavelength range 4.5-4.7 µm the possible 
candidate seems to be the (6H11/2 → 6H13/2) transition of Dy3+, utilizing the cascading lasing (6H13/2 → 6H15/2) to 
avoid bottle necking. 

The last part of this talk was devoted to the simulation of the all fiber cascaded scheme in the case of (6H11/2 
→ 6H13/2) transition of Dy:GeAsGaSe at 4.6 µm. Measurements coupled with calculations of emission and 
absorption cross-section of the three transitions involved indicate that the optimum pump is at 1710 nm, and 
that the optimum intermediate wavelength is 3350 nm. Simulation shows that the lasing of the intermediate 
wavelength increases considerably the output power at 4.6µm especially at high pump power. He also noted 
that fiber loss must be kept under 3 dB/m to obtain efficient lasing between 4.2 and 4.6 µm (HSe impurities 
can be reduced by purifications techniques).  

Prof. Quimby answered audience questions as to the damage threshold of his fiber, which was >2 GWcm-2. He 
added that non-radiative decay does not lead to large heating and that the heat transfer is efficient because of 
the small fiber core. 
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2 – Markus Pollnau, University of Twente, The Netherlands 

Mid-Infrared Lasers: Challenges Imposed by the Population Dynamics of the Gain System 

Prof Pollnau gave an extensive talk on population dynamics of the gain media, focused on Er doped material. 
He first concentrated his presentation on the model he used, which is the central field approximation with 
perturbations. Then he described the different mechanisms that govern the gain media, including stimulated, 
spontaneous and interionic processes. As an example he showed that the decay from 4I9/2 level of Er3+ due,  
in part, to multiphoton relaxation depends on the number of photon required to reach the lower level:  
2 photons for oxide material τ = 0.5 µs, 4 photons for fluoride τ = 7 µs and 7 photons for chloride τ = 4 ms. 

The next part of the presentation dealt with the four-level scheme of the 3 µm Er laser, especially the 
importance of lower level depletion because of its longer lifetime (τ = 9 ms) compared to the upper level  
(τ = 6.9 ms). The processes that can help to deplete the lower level are ESA (Excited State Absorption), 
energy transfer, ETU (Energy Transfer Upconversion) and laser action. In ZBLAN fiber at low dopant 
concentration, ESA becomes stronger than GSA (Ground State Absorption) and ETU is not important because 
of large distance between ions. In order to simulate the population dynamics it is essential to know the ESA. 
Prof. Pollnau presented a technique to measure ESA cross-section. He gave results on pump and probe beam 
measurement of ESA at 800nm in ZBLAN:Er3+. One result of this measurement is that the best pump 
wavelength is 792 nm. 

The next part of this presentation was devoted to cascade-lasing regime. Prof. Polllnau showed that the slope 
efficiency of a ZBLAN fiber laser at 2.7 µm (4I11/2 → 4I13/2) can be increased if the 4S3/2 level is clamped to 
threshold inversion by (4S3/2 → 4I9/2) 1.7 µm lasing, because the lower level of the 2.7 µm transition is not 
populated by the (4S3/2 → 4I13/2) 850 nm pumping. Another way to increase the laser efficiency at 2.7 µm is to 
reduce the lower level lifetime relative to the upper level lifetime. This can be done by codoping the fiber with 
Pr3+. Then the presentation considered highly doped ZBLAN fiber which favors ETU. Prof. Pollnau explained 
how the measurement of luminescence decay can help to determined ETU. 

The following section discussed an energy-recycling regime where half of the ions in the lower laser level are 
upconverted and can participate in the laser transition at another time, leading to an increase in the efficiency 
by a factor two. Finally the thermal issue was tackled. The strong heat load is due to multiphoton relaxations 
after the ETU process. The use of cladding-pumped fiber with typical doping concentration of 8.1019 cm-3 
reduces ESA and ETU, and exploitation of a cascading process at 1.6 µm diminishes other spectroscopic 
processes.  

To conclude his talk Prof. Pollnau reviewed how the population dynamics of Er3+ (3 µm) fiber lasers depend 
on Er3+ concentration, pump parameters and fiber geometry. The experimental results that he obtained were 
(with increasing doping concentration): 

1) Core pump, ESA → upper cascade lasing 

2) Clad pump, codoping → lifetime quenching 

3) Clad pump, ETU → energy recycling 

4) Clad pump, laser depletion → lower cascade lasing 

The current output power demonstrated is 9 W uncooled and 24 W cooled. 
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3 – Marcel Poulain, Université de Rennes / Le Verre Fluoré, France 

Fluoride Fiber Sources: Problems and Prospects 

Prof. Marcel Poulain from Rennes University and Le Verre Fluoré, France, presented the problems and 
prospects of fluoride glass fiber sources. After some comments on pioneering achievements, his talk first 
discussed fluoride glass technology and glass processing, and then detailed interesting rear earth transitions 
for producing mid-infrared output. Achievements are described in term of optical transmission and spectral 
range covered for different doped fiber lasers, as well as the performance of a supercontinuum source based 
on a ZBLAN fiber. Finally, problems and prospects of fluoride glass fiber sources were reviewed. 

The first glass was discovered by chance in 1975. Most studies concentrated later on the fluorozirconates 
based on ZrF4 and HfF4, but also AlF3, GaF3 and InF3 which have significant differences in chemical 
durability, glass stability, mechanical strength and hardness and phonon energy. Typical glass compositions 
and general physical properties were described and the vacancy model to describe the structure of the glass 
was discussed. The glass synthesis is based on several main steps including melting, refining, casting and 
annealing with consideration of specific features such as low melt viscosity, volatilization, devitrification and 
hydrolysis. Solutions to overcome the water action issue were recommended. The optical quality of samples 
was discussed in terms of different defect sources. As several parameters must be considered and optimized, 
manufacturing of optical quality glass samples is difficult and time consuming. Fiber manufacturing steps 
were outlined starting from powders and ending with finished fibers. A schematic representation of a fiber-
tower was used to describe how fluoride glass fibers for the infrared are pulled from fluoride glass performs 
which is influenced by several parameters that have to be optimized. 

The second part of Prof. Poulain’s presentation sketched the general features of fluoride optical fibers and of 
rare earth doped fluoride fibers in particular, and gave examples of rear earth transitions in the mid-infrared 
spectral region. Typical mid-infrared optical transmission of multimode and single mode fiber were presented, 
and different fiber designs were listed. Pump transitions and laser transitions were also summarized for rare 
earths dopants in ZBLAN. It was also noted that, not onlyl has supercontinuum emission been achieved with 
ZBLAN fibers in laboratories, but systems are also commercially available. Various parameters such as the 
fiber length, the pump wavelength, etc. can be adjusted. Le Verre Fluoré has developed a commercialized 
supercontinuum source emitting from ∼0.7 µm to ∼4 µm 

Issues concerning mechanical strength, material aging chemical durability and thermal stability of the fiber 
were then discussed. Key processes must become better understood to prevent fiber failure. To prevent liquid 
water from coming in contact with the glass surface, fibers are protected by coatings, jacketing, and cabling. 
Solutions to protect the end faces have also been developed, such that fluoride fibers have been in use in 
industrial environment for more than 10 years. Reliable gratings can be written into fiber by femtosecond 
lasers. The damage threshold is critical for high power lasers and supercontinuum generation, and recent 
experiments using femtosecond pulses suggest that the intrinsic damage threshold could be higher in ZBLAN 
than in silica. The sources of fiber defects have been identified, and the processing parameters must be 
adjusted to avoid them.  

Future work will include extending the optical window by increasing the content of InF3. Encouraging 
laboratory results have been obtained and developments are still in progress. The potential for photonic crystal 
fiber (PCF) is large and may be achieved with ZBLAN glass in future, but PCF seems to be more difficult to 
achieve with ZBLAN than with silica or chacogenide fibers. Due to ZBLAN’s thermal properties, these PCF 
would offer extended possibilities. 
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4 – Mohammed Saad, IR Photonics, Canada 

Development of Infrared Fibers in Canada 

Dr. Mohammed Saad, from IRphotonics, Canada, provided an overview of infrared fiber development in 
Canada. After an overview of the company and its capabilities, his presentation dealt first with fluoride glass 
properties and fluoride glass fibers and the wavelength range achievable using these materials. Then he listed 
the optical and mechanical properties of those fibers and summarized latest achievements for high powers. 

The overview of the fluoride glass families highlighted that hundreds of fluoride glass compositions exist but 
that only few can be drawn into commercial fibers. The best known are the fluorozirconate ZrF4 (ZBLAN) 
and the new fluoroindate InF3 whose transmission extends to longer infrared wavelengths than that of ZBLAN 
glass, up to 5.5 µm. The advantageous properties for fiber laser design were summarized. The homogeneity of 
glass properties, together with its great machinability and good surface roughness make it an ideal material for 
aspherical lenses for both the UV and the IR. Single point diamond turning allows realization of convex or 
concave ZBLAN substrates.  

The fluoride fiber draw tower is similar to a silica fiber tower, but the drawing oven is quite different due to the 
lower softening temperature of fluorides, and the fiber diameter control is very challenging due to the important 
variation of viscosity with temperature. Examples of different realized designs were shown with single mode and 
multimode fibers. Coating possibilities together with stripping and cleaving capabilities were mentioned, and 
cleaved end faces of different fibers were shown. These fibers can be doped with a wide range of rare earth 
dopants such as Er, Pr, Tm, Dy, Ho, Yb, Nd, and Sm with dopant concentrations up to 100,000 ppm. 

The origins of optical losses were identified and typical attenuation curves were shown for ZBLAN and InF3 
fibers in the mid-IR wavelength range, with attenuation losses varying from 0.03 dB/m to 0.003 dB/m for 
various ZBLAN fibres and 0.1 dB/m for InF3 fibre. Splicing efficiency has been evaluated with ZBLAN 
multimode and single mode fibres and Bragg gratings have already been written using a femtosecond 800 nm 
laser. 

High power fibres and high power connectors were designed and developed by IRphotonics for delivering 
high power laser beams in the mid infrared wavelength range. Results of transmissions tests were presented. 
Dr. Saad emphasized that fibres have to be optimized for each specific application, which requires a close 
collaboration between the fiber producers and the fiber users. 

5 – Thomas Schreiber, Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik, 
Germany 

Scaling of Fiber Laser Systems Based on Novel Components and High Power Capable Packaging and Joining 
Technologies 

A useable mid-IR source for IRCM requires not only fibers but also coupling and joining components. The 
packaging technologies are also critical for the whole fiber-based system to be useful for the intended 
application, especially outside of the carefully controlled environment of the laboratory. To this end, Dr. 
Thomas Schreiber, from Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik, gave a presentation 
centered on novel components and high power capable packaging and joining technologies. After reviewing 
the packaging and joining technologies available, novel components and their potential were described. An 
example of a mid-IR source was discussed before suggesting possible further directions for improvement. 
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Joining technologies for optoelectronic packaging always imply the bonding of different optical components 
with or without macroscopic intermediate layer or media between both materials depending on their 
adhesion/cohesion fit. Each technology was explained with example technical realizations for illustration. 
Among the technologies with an intermediate layer, one can cite the adhesive bounding that was already 
successfully used for the alignment of a micro lens array to a CCD sensor, the laser soldering technology used 
for example for optics dedicated to lithography and the solder bumping allowing a fiber coupled diode 
achievement. Techniques such as mineralic bonding, direct bonding or laser based splicing or tapering do not 
need an intermediate layer and they permit for example, the splicing of end caps ((∅1500µm) onto a 
multimode fiber (∅720µm) with very low optical losses. 

6 – Curtis Menyuk, University of Maryland USA 

Maximizing the Bandwidth from Supercontinuum Generation in Photonic Crystal Chalcogenide Fibers 
The first speaker of day two, and the workshop’s second keynote speaker, was Prof. Curtis R. Menyuk of 
University of Maryland (UMBC), USA. He presented a method to maximize the bandwidth of 
supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal chalcogenide fibers. This work is based on the PhD dissertation 
of Dr. Jonathan Hu (now at Princeton University), and was realized in collaboration with Dr. L. Brandon 
Shaw, Dr. J. S. Sanghera and Dr. I. D. Aggarwal, at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory.  

The goal of Prof. Menyuk’s work is to make a broadband mid-IR source (2 - 10 µm) based on supercontinuum 
generation. Photonic crystal fibers (PCF) were often used for supercontinuum generation (PCF are fibers with 
small, regularly spaced air holes that go along the fiber). The reason is that a single mode propagates in PCFs 
over a broad wavelength range, and PCFs have an enhanced nonlinearity compared with conventional step 
index fibers. Moreover, the dispersion can be tailored in PCF to broaden the output bandwidth.  

Dr. Menyuk presented work based on solid-core chalcogenide PCF (one hole is missing in the center of the 
fiber). Chalcogenide is a glass based on chalcogen (sulfides, selenides, tellurides) compounds with arsenide. 
The advantages to use chalcogenide instead of silica fiber are: the attenuation in silica grows rapidly beyond 
2.5 µm, whereas in the chalcogenides, it remains small beyond 10 µm. Moreover, the Kerr nonlinearity is 
1000 higher in chalcogenide than in silica fiber. 

The design goal is to increase the maximum wavelength of the spectrum as rapidly as possible. 
Supercontinuum generation is a complicated process, using the Kerr nonlinearity, the Raman effect and the 
dispersion to broaden the bandwidth of an optical signal, but there are general design criteria that work well: 

1) Design the fiber so that it is single-mode (increases the effective nonlinearity) 
2) Ensure that four-wave mixing is phase-matched with the largest possible Stokes wavelength (Rapidly 

moves energy to a large wavelength) 
3) Make the second zero dispersion wavelength as large as possible (Allows the soliton self-frequency 

shift to go to long wavelengths) 

Prof.. Menyuk discussed modelling of supercontinuum generation in an As2Se3 fiber, with a five-ring 
hexagonal structure and a 2.5 µm pump wavelength. The fiber parameters to vary are the air-hole diameter d 
and the pitch Λ. The pulse parameters to vary are the peak power and the pulse duration. To solve the 
generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLS) for a broad set of fiber and pulse parameters, different 
fiber quantities are needed. Some are experimentally determined (Kerr coefficient, Raman gain, material 
dispersion) and other are calculated (total Raman response, total dispersion). For the accuracy of the GNLS 
model, these parameters have to be accurately determined.  
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To validate the simulation, results were compared with experimental supercontinuum generation obtained in 
an As2Se3 PCF with one ring of air holes and a pump source at 2.5 µm (Shaw, et al., Adv. Solid State 
Photonics, TuC5, 2005). The simulations accurately reproduce the bandwidth of the supercontinuum of 2.1 to 
3.2 µm to within 5%. Thus, measured nonlinear response can completely account for the supercontinuum 
generation.  

In the second part of his presentation, Dr. Menyuk applied this model to his example. He showed that a 
bandwidth of 4 µm can be generated using an As2Se3 photonic crystal fiber with d / Λ = 0.4 and Λ = 3 µm at a 
2.5 µm pump wavelength. Validation of the overall design approach shows it to be a useful tool for 
maximizing the supercontinuum bandwidth in chalcogenide fibers. This approach can be applied to a wide 
variety of chalcogenide fibers (Weiblen, et al., As2S3 fiber, presented at CLEO 2010). 

7 – Dan Hewak, Optoelectronics Research Centre, University of Southampton, UK 

Chalcogenide Glass for Active and Passive Mid-IR Applications 

Dr. Dan Hewak presented a quick overview of the Optoelectronic Research Centre. Then his presentation was 
divided in three parts, first chemical background on chalcogenides, then optical fiber development, and finally 
mid-IR devices. 

Dr. Hewak highlighted the capabilities at the University of Southampton, and summarized the basics of 
chalcogenide synthesis. He reminded the audience that bad luck can be turned into opportunities. Thus the 
total destruction of the laboratory in 2005 forced researchers to return to basic theory and modelling, giving 
them the chance to to prepare many future experiments in the eventual new facilities.  

Dr. Hewak pointed out that the quality of starting materials is of major concern, illustrating this with eloquent 
pictures of contrasting results obtained using raw materials from two different suppliers. Contact between 
water and chalcogenide must be avoided, as illustrated by the extreme sensitivity of powder samples to 
atmosphere exposure. The improvement in fiber attenuation achieved between 1995 and 2001 by taking care 
of impurities attests to how critical this is.  

In outlining fiber development, Dr. Hewak described the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique, 
showing good results of reducing impurities. Measured loss values in GLS (Ga:La:S) are still higher than what 
is predicted, but these fibers still show an order of magnitude lower attenuation (2-3 dB/m) than commercial 
arsenic based fiber. A comparison of multiphonon decay rates in oxide, fluoride and chalcogenide glasses, 
shows that this gives the edge in optical efficiency to the chalcogenides. Chalcogenide glasses can cover the 
entire spectral range from 3-5 µm, with lasing output depending on the doping material.  

An important part of Dr. Hewak’s presentation dealt with doped glass microspheres. He first explained how to 
prepare and sort them, and then explained the characterization process. The diameter of the spheres ranges 
from 500 nm to 500 µm. Their fluorescence spectrum has two peaks centered at 900 nm and 1080 nm. Lasing 
was obtained in the microspheres with a pump threshold of 82 mW. Interestingly, squeezing the spheres 
appears to improve their performance. 

The last topic of this presentation concerned nanophotonics, especially active plamonics and metamaterials. 
The concept behind active plasmonics is to switch between transparent and opaque waveguide composed of 
GLS. GLS could, in principle, be switched between amorphous and crystalline form by applying an optical or 
electrical field. A metamaterial composed of GLS might be useful as an electro-optic modulator. This device 
would have a transmission contrast of 4:1 and could be adjusted across VIS-IR by design. 
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8 – Daniel Creeden, BAE Systems, USA 

Silica Fiber Lasers and Amplifiers as Pump Sources for Frequency Generation 

Daniel Creeden from BAE Systems, USA, gave a very informative talk on silica fiber lasers and amplifiers as 
pump sources for nonlinear frequency conversion devices. After an overview of nonlinear frequency 
conversion, this talk consisted of three parts: the first dedicated to a general fiber overview, the second dealing 
with the design constraints and limitations due to non linear effects in fiber, and the third addressing 
considerations for fiber doped with rear earths such as Yb, Er, Er:Yb and Tm and used in nonlinear 
conversion. In closing, Dr. Creeden pointed out that more emphasis needs to be placed on component and 
fiber development to be able to develop fiber sources without free-space coupling. 

The overview on nonlinear conversion summarized the needs for mid-IR generation in terms of pump sources 
and nonlinear materials. Common nonlinear materials were reviewed (PPLN, ZGP, OPGaAs) along with the 
typical fiber dopants available for mid-IR pumping (Er, Yb, Er:Yb, Tm and Tm:Ho). Dr. Creeden also 
compared a bulk crystal laser pump scheme with a fiber based pump scheme. 

Fiber systems face limitations when scaling the pulse energy, to include self-focusing, surface and bulk 
damage, unwanted nonlinear effects, and amplified spontaneous emission. These were reviewed along with 
preferred mitigation strategies. Despite these limitations, silica fiber systems give access to high average 
power with diffraction limited performance; and operate at high repetition rate with high efficiency, far better 
than diode-pumped solid state lasers. Due to the excellent beam quality that they provide, the wavelength 
agility that they offer and the pulse width and PRF agility available, they are the perfect pump source for 
frequency conversion. In addition, the fiber technology allows splicing the fibers together to eliminate free-
space transitions. 

Dr. Creeden then presented details on Yb- and Er:Yb-doped fiber systems used in pumping PPLN; and  
Tm- and Tm:Ho-codoped fiber systems well suited for pumping ZGP and OPGaAs. For each rare-earth 
doped-fiber, the advantages, disadvantages, challenges, and special fiber design considerations were described 
in detail, and resulting properties were listed. Set-up and performance of state-of-the-art fiber lasers or fiber 
amplifiers were presented and nonlinear frequency conversion results were detailed. These included: 

•  A PPLN OPO pumped by a pulsed Er:Yb fiber amplifier 

• A mid-IR ZGP OPO pumped by a Tm-doped fiber amplifier 

• A mid-IR OPGaAs OPO pumped by Tm,Ho-codoped fiber laser 

The general issues that should be addressed concerning the components and the fiber geometries were 
discussed. Dr. Creeden suggested that efforts should concentrate on promising Tm and Tm:Ho fiber 
development for mid-IR generation, because of their high efficiency and wavelength advantages. He also 
emphasized the need for components and fiber developments especially to eliminate free-space coupling in 
future fiber systems, allowing systems that are completely optically confined. 

THE PANEL DISCUSSION 

At the end of the workshop, Dr. Ishwar Aggarwal (U.S. Naval Research Laboratory) moderated a discussion 
among the speakers and participants. The highlights are summarized below. 
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Which are the main IR laser applications? 

IRCM, as well as other military applications such as ranging, medical, aerospace applications. 

Depending on the application we need either to produce a very broadband IR spectrum, or a very 
narrow one. 

What are the most limiting factors for mid-IR fiber lasers? 

• Packaging 

• Maturity of the fiber gain or nonlinear media  

• Availability and maturity of the necessary pump sources  

Cost of fiber development is high and can’t be supported entirely by the fiber developer. It seems that the fiber 
suppliers face the challenge of a suspicious marketplace, and must debunk the false negative impression that 
fibers for the mid-infrared (non-silica fiber) suffer from moisture. A first lasing demonstration should be 
achieved, even with some bulk components in the design, to prove the promise of mid-infrared fiber laser 
technology. 

The development of chalcogenide fiber faces as yet some issues and challenges. Although non-doped 
chacolgenide fibers are stable, the rare earth doped material suffers from instabilities. It is also challenging to 
write gratings in these fibers. 

Pump sources emitting at 1.4 µm and 1.7 µm seem also to be an issue because they do not have adequate 
brightness or efficiency, their cost is high. Efficient Q-switched 2 µm fiber lasers have been demonstrated and 
can be considered as efficient pump sources. In addition, they are already farther in the infrared in wavelength 
than more commonplace Yb-based fibers. Practical pump sources emitting at 3µm already are also desirable. 
Réal Vallée of Laval University reported a7 W CW 3 µm source, but it should be operated in pulsed mode to 
be efficient for pumping. 

Le Verre Fluoré mentioned an ongoing project to develop hollow core fiber filled with gas and pumped at 
2 µm, but the cost of such development is high. 

CONCLUSION 

The promise of mid-infrared fiber laser technology was highlighted by all the invited speakers and also during 
the panel discussions by the attendees. Issues and challenges have been listed for the fibers themselves as well 
as for coupling components and enabling technologies like fiber Bragg gratings. Progress in many of the areas 
discussed has been noteworthy and encouraging in recent years, and should be continued in the future. 
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Optoelectronics Research Centre


• 40 year history beginning from ground breaking work in optical fibers


• Now the largest group in UK  (170 staff / PhD students, 65 labs)


• Generates ~50% of our Universities Intellectual Property


• Extensive international industrial and University links


• A worldwide alumni of 600 staff many in senior positions


• A photonics cluster of 11 companies


• 270 Publications/11 Patents per year


• 50 Invited / Plenary talks per year


• Staff includes 3 Fellows of the Royal Society
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Purification & Synthesis


• Raw materials


• Reactive gas conversion


• Chemical vapour deposition







What is a Chalcogenide?


– From Greek sulphur-loving for elements that 
frequently bond to sulphur


– Seen in various forms: crystalline, single 
crystal, quantum dots, phosphors, ceramics


Typical Amorphous Compositions


– As-S, As-S-Se, Ge-Sb-Te


– Predominately As or Se based (toxic!)


ORC Research Focussed On


– Gallium Lanthanum Sulphides (non-toxic)


– Germanium Sulphides (non-toxic)


– Capability to melt any glass composition exists


The Chalcogenides







Glass Melting (Open Atmosphere)


• Wide range of horizontal and vertical tube furnaces, chamber furnaces, 
high and low temperature ovens, vacuum processing


• Processing in dry nitrogen, argon, oxygen, SF6, hydrogen and hydrogen 
sulphide


• Speciality heating including rapid thermal annealing and RF induction
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Glass Melting – Sealed Ampoule Melting


Typically used for compounding elements, eg. Ge, Se, Te, Sb







RF Induction Heating


• Clean, precise, controllable heating
• Custom design, interchangeable coils
• Flexible, we configure the furnace to our needs



http://www.cih-group.co.uk/index.php

http://www.linkam.co.uk/
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How Not to Melt Glass


30 October 2005
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• Ga-La-S-O samples prepared with mateirals sourced from different manufacturers.
• Melting conditions were identical.


Raw Materials are Critical!
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Background – Early Mapping of GeSbTe


• 100 samples GST alloys studied


• Each melted in sealed ampoules


• Composition individually analyzed


• Melting temperature by DTA


• Tg and crystallization by DSC


• Crystalline phases by XRD


Time Scale: several months?


P. Lebaudy et al, “Identification of amorphous zones in the GeTeSb system”,
Materials Science and Engineering A132 (1991) 273-276







Full Ternary Analysis


Calibration Runs: 2 - 3 days


Run 653 2 hours


Run 659 2 hours


Run 770 2 hours


Primary Screening 2 - 3 days


Time Scale: one week


Pioneering Technology: High Throughput Physical Vapour Deposition
Material Discovery Times accelerated by a factor of 10 - 100


Presented at EPCOS '05 Cambridge Sep 2005 
R.E.Simpson, D.W.Hewak, S.Guerin, B.Hayden, 
G.Purdy, “High throughput synthesis and screening of 
chalcogenide materials for data storage”







Target


High Throughput Deposition


Shutter over each target ensures
reproducible and reliable “wedge”


which combined gives a desired gradient 
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Optical Screening


Hot plate heating


High Sensitivity B&W Progressive Scan 
1392 x 1040 pixel CCD Camera


Starlight Express Ltd. Model SXV-H9 
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Optical Fiber







Chemical Vapour Deposition


Roughness   Cracking  Crystallization


Silicon wafer


GeO2 Buffer Layer


GeSx glass


±


Impurities in glasses prepared by different methods (data in ppm)


Glass Preparation
Method Cr Fe Co Ni Cu Zn


Ge:S CVD
<0.005


<0.0
5


<0.0
5


<0.0
5


<0.0
5


<0.05


Ga:La:S Melt Quench 0.02 0.06 nil 0.04 0.1 <0.5
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Optical Transmission


Atmospheric
Transmission


Atmospheric
Transmission







Optical Fibre Results


Fe-doped Outer Cladding


Internal Loss Optical Fibre


1992 0.1 cm-1 40 – 60 dB/m


2002 0.02 cm-1 2-3 dB/m


Target* 0.004 < 0.2 dB/m







Comparison of GLS fibre with 
Commercial Arsenic-based fibre
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Active Devices


• Mid-IR sources


• Microspheres


• Emerging technologies
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Glass Structure & Multiphonon Decay
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Rare Earth Doping


T. Schweizer, Rare-earth-doped Gallium lanthanum sulphide 
glasses for mid-infrared fibre lasers (University of Southampton, 
2000) 
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Nd3+
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Ho3+
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Tm3+ and Er3+
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Pr3+
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Transition Metal Doping


Direct Emission Mid-IR Lasers


Research Contract from UK Laser Coalition
DSTL, Qinetiq, BAe Systems, Selex







Microspheres







Microsphere Fabrication


Microsphere diameters 500 nm to 500 µm
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as fabricated…


Sphere Sorting


sieving
sedimentation


rolling


Size range:
100’s nm to 100’s microns
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Q


Microsphere Characterization


Gregor R. Elliott, Daniel W. Hewak, G. S. Murugan, and 
James S. Wilkinson,  “Chalcogenide glass microspheres; 
their production, characterization and potential”, Optics 


Express, Vol. 15, Issue 26, pp. 17542-17553







Fluorescent spectrum from GLS microsphere doped with 1.5mol% Nd.  Inset, close up on WGM.  
This measurement was taken using a fibre coupled microsphere.
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Initial Lasing Observations
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Maximum Pump Power 217 mW Pump Power


Laser Threshold: 82 mW delivered to sphere
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First ever defence application …


UV-Vis-NIR Spatial Beam Combination


Siege of Syracuse 
2nd Punic War - 214 BC


Burning Mirrors of Archimedes


Courtesy of Prof M. Zervas







Characteristics of Microsphere Lasers


• Extremely low threshold


• Simple, robust cavity, easily fabricated
• Integratable with planar or fibre technology
• Potential for new wavelengths in IR







Application of Phase Change in 
Nanophotonics


• Plasmonics


• Metamaterials



http://www.metamaterials.org.uk/





Active Plasmonics


… The Concept


GLASS
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Ga-La-S Plasmonics
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Resonance switching


Can we switch our metamaterials?







Chalcogenide metamaterial hybrid: 
Electro-optic modulator


Gallium Lanthanum Sulphide:


• Optically/electrically-induced 
threshold switching: amorphous –
crystalline


• Transmission contrast 4:1 in a device 
only 1/3 of a wavelength thick.


• Operational band tuneable by design 
across VIS-IR range 0
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Concluding Remarks


• Purify, purify, purify


• Don’t (always) blame the composition


• Consider other geometries, emerging technologies


• Collaborate openly* (or find a very wealthy sponsor)


• Learn from history


*when you can


Four years later....







First ever defence application …


UV-Vis-NIR Spatial Beam Combination


Siege of Syracuse 
2nd Punic War - 214 BC


Burning Mirrors of Archimedes


Courtesy of Prof M. Zervas
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Maximizing the Bandwidth fromMaximizing the Bandwidth from
Supercontinuum Generation inSupercontinuum Generation in


Photonic Crystal Chalcogenide FibersPhotonic Crystal Chalcogenide Fibers


Curtis R. MenyukCurtis R. MenyukCurtis R. MenyukCurtis R. Menyuk


based on the PhD dissertation of:
Dr. Jonathan HuDr. Jonathan HuDr. Jonathan HuDr. Jonathan Hu


now at Princeton University
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Maximizing the Bandwidth fromMaximizing the Bandwidth from
Supercontinuum Generation inSupercontinuum Generation in


Photonic Crystal Chalcogenide FibersPhotonic Crystal Chalcogenide Fibers
With:


Dr. L. Brandon Shaw, J. S. Sanghera, Dr. L. Brandon Shaw, J. S. Sanghera, Dr. L. Brandon Shaw, J. S. Sanghera, Dr. L. Brandon Shaw, J. S. Sanghera, 
and I. D. Aggarwaland I. D. Aggarwaland I. D. Aggarwaland I. D. Aggarwal


at the Naval Research Laboratory
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Project Goal


GOAL: GOAL: GOAL: GOAL: To make a broadband 
(2 – 10 µm) mid-IR source
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Why mid-IR sources?
Many important materials 


radiate or absorb in this range


Spectral response
of ammonia


1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 µµµµ mmmm 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 µµµµ mmmm


…And it is not alone!
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Why chalcogenide?


Attenuation in silica grows
rapidly beyond 2.5 µm


Attenuation in the
chalcogenides remains
small beyond 10 µm 


Source:  Oxford Electronics
www.oxford-electronics.com
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What is chalcogenide?
• glass is based on 
chalcogens mixed 
with As


• losses ~ 0.1 – 1 
dB/m


• Kerr nonlinearity = 
1000X silica fiber


• CW peak power = 
50 – 125 kW/cm2


• pulse peak power = 
1 – 2 GW/cm2
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solid core


holey cladding forms
effective low-index material


Photonic crystal fiber (PCF)


periodic cladding forms
photonic band gap


Air core


Solid-core PCF Photonic bandgap fiber (PBGF)
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solid core


holey cladding forms
effective low-index material


Photonic crystal fiber (PCF)


Solid-core PCF


We focus on solidWe focus on solidWe focus on solidWe focus on solid----corecorecorecore
PCFs to make use of thePCFs to make use of thePCFs to make use of thePCFs to make use of the
nonlinearitynonlinearitynonlinearitynonlinearity
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• Supercontinuum generation 
�Kerr nonlinearity
�Raman effect
�Dispersion


Supercontinuum generation


It is a complicated, incoherent process!It is a complicated, incoherent process!It is a complicated, incoherent process!It is a complicated, incoherent process!
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• Supercontinuum generation 
�Kerr nonlinearity
�Raman effect
�Dispersion


Supercontinuum generation


• Supercontinuum generation using photonic crystal 
fiber (PCF)1


�Wide single-mode region
�Enhanced nonlinearity
�Tailored dispersion


1Dudley, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 78,78,78,78, 1135 (2006).
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Supercontinuum Supercontinuum Supercontinuum Supercontinuum generation in chalcogenide generation in chalcogenide generation in chalcogenide generation in chalcogenide 
fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!
WHY?WHY?WHY?WHY?


• Different material properties
• There are no good sources beyond 2.5 – 3.0 µm


Our design goal is to increase the  maximum Our design goal is to increase the  maximum Our design goal is to increase the  maximum Our design goal is to increase the  maximum 
wavelength of the spectrum as rapidly as possible!wavelength of the spectrum as rapidly as possible!wavelength of the spectrum as rapidly as possible!wavelength of the spectrum as rapidly as possible!


Supercontinuum generation


1Dudley, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 78,78,78,78, 1135 (2006).
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Supercontinuum Supercontinuum Supercontinuum Supercontinuum generation in chalcogenide generation in chalcogenide generation in chalcogenide generation in chalcogenide 
fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!fibers is not the same as in silica fibers!


A key finding:A key finding:A key finding:A key finding:
supercontinuum generation proceeds in two stagessupercontinuum generation proceeds in two stagessupercontinuum generation proceeds in two stagessupercontinuum generation proceeds in two stages
• Stage 1:  four-wave mixing
• Stage 2:  soliton self-frequency shift


Each stage should be as large as possible!Each stage should be as large as possible!Each stage should be as large as possible!Each stage should be as large as possible!


Supercontinuum generation


1Dudley, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 78,78,78,78, 1135 (2006).
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• Delmonte, et al.1 show experimental supercontinuum 
generation from 0.9 to 2.5 µm using a tellurite fiber 
with a wagon-wheel structure. 


• Price, et al.2 theoretically demonstrate 
supercontinuum generation from 2 to 4 µm using a 
bismuth glass fiber with a wagon-wheel structure. 


• Shaw, et al.3 show experimental supercontinuum 
generation from 2.1 to 3.2 µm in a As2Se3 based 
chalcogenide PCF with one ring of air holes.


Prior work


1Delmonte, et al., CLEO, CTuA4 (2006)
2Price, et al., J. Sel. Topics Quantum Electron. 13,13,13,13, 738 (2007). 
3Shaw, et al., Adv. Solid State Photonics TuC5 (2005)
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• Shaw, et al.1 show experimental supercontinuum 
generation from 2.1 to 3.2 µm in a As2Se3 based 
chalcogenide PCF with one ring of air holes.


Model validation


1Shaw, et al., Adv. Solid State Photonics, TuC5 (2005).


We use the Shaw, et al. results to validate our modelWe use the Shaw, et al. results to validate our modelWe use the Shaw, et al. results to validate our modelWe use the Shaw, et al. results to validate our model
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Supercontinuum generation is a complicated processSupercontinuum generation is a complicated processSupercontinuum generation is a complicated processSupercontinuum generation is a complicated process
BUT


there are general design criteria that work wellthere are general design criteria that work wellthere are general design criteria that work wellthere are general design criteria that work well


Design criteria


1. Design the fiber so that it is single-mode
— increases the effective nonlinearity


2. Ensure that four-wave mixing is phase-matched with the 
largest possible Stokes wavelength
— Rapidly moves energy to a large wavelength


3. Make the second zero dispersion wavelength as large as
possible
— Allows the soliton self-frequency shift to go to long wavelengths
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A specific example


Fixed fiber and pulse featuresFixed fiber and pulse featuresFixed fiber and pulse featuresFixed fiber and pulse features
• As2Se3 fiber
• Five-ring hexagonal structure
• A pump wavelength of 2.5 µm


Fiber parameters to vary:Fiber parameters to vary:Fiber parameters to vary:Fiber parameters to vary:
• Air-hold diameter (d )
• Pitch (Λ)


Pulse parameters to vary:Pulse parameters to vary:Pulse parameters to vary:Pulse parameters to vary:
• Peak power
• Pulse duration


Λ
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Λ


A specific example


Needed fiber quantitiesNeeded fiber quantitiesNeeded fiber quantitiesNeeded fiber quantities
(experimentally determined)(experimentally determined)(experimentally determined)(experimentally determined)


• Kerr coefficient
• Raman gain
• Material dispersion


Needed fiber quantities (calculated)Needed fiber quantities (calculated)Needed fiber quantities (calculated)Needed fiber quantities (calculated)
• Total Raman response


— calculated once
• Total dispersion


— calculated for each set of fiber parameters
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Generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLS)


A(z,t) :  Electric field envelope
β : Propagation constant


2
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1 ( , ) ( ') ( , ') '
ti


i A z t R t A z t t dt
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γ
ω −∞


 ∂  = + −    ∂ 
∫


[ ]{ }0 0 0
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A z t
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β ω β ω β ω


∂
− + Ω − − Ω Ω


∂
%


( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )R R RR t f t f h tδ= − +
2 0 eff/( ) :   n cAγ ω= Kerr coefficient


Kerr effect Raman effect


In principle:  In principle:  In principle:  In principle:  We can optimize by solving the GNLS for a
broad set of fiber and pulse parameters
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Generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLS)


In practice:In practice:In practice:In practice: We use our design criteria to reduce the labor


In any case:  In any case:  In any case:  In any case:  We must solve the GNLS for a broad enough
parameter set to verify the design criteria
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Third-order susceptibility


0 1000Frequency (cm−1)
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Imaginary part Real part


Silica
As2Se3


The real part is obtained by a Hilbert transform of theThe real part is obtained by a Hilbert transform of theThe real part is obtained by a Hilbert transform of theThe real part is obtained by a Hilbert transform of the
imaginary part (Kramersimaginary part (Kramersimaginary part (Kramersimaginary part (Kramers----Kronig relation)Kronig relation)Kronig relation)Kronig relation)
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Raman response function


Chalcogenide fiber has a longer response 
time than silica fiber
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Raman gain and Raman response function


[ ]2( ) (2 / ) Im FFT( ( ))
p R R


g c n f h tωΩ = 0.1Rf ≈


1Stolen, et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 6,6,6,6, 1159 (1989).
2Slusher, et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 21,21,21,21, 1146 (2004).


Raman gain Raman fraction of the nonlinearityPump
frequency


( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )R R RR t f t f h tδ= − +


Kerr effect Raman effect
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Fiber geometry


Experiment1


d


Λ


D


D = 10 µm
d/Λ = 0.8 


Simulation


Preform


PCF
1Shaw, et al., Adv. Solid State Photonics, TuC5 (2005)
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Dispersion
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Supercontinuum generation


Measured nonlinear response can completely 
account for the supercontinuum generation


Experiment1
Simulation
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1Shaw, et al., Adv. Solid State Photonics, TuC5 (2005)


L = 1 m
FWHM = 100 fs


Energy = 100 pJ


λ p = 2.5 µm
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Single-mode analysis


Solid-core PCFStep-index fiber
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Fundamental space-filling mode
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Endlessly single-mode region
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Endlessly single-mode region


What we learned:What we learned:What we learned:What we learned:
When                   , the fiber is single mode


ANDANDANDAND
We have the best mode confinement.


We set                     from this point on.We set                     from this point on.We set                     from this point on.We set                     from this point on.


/ 0.4d Λ =


/ 0.4d Λ =
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Four-wave mixing (FWM )


Phase-matching condition


( 2 ) / 2(1 ) 0s s a a p p R pn n n c f Pω ω ω γ+ − + − =


2ωp


ωs


ωa
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FWM wavelength


P = 1 kW


P = 0.1 kW


P = 0 kW


Λ = 2 µ m


Λ = 3 µ m


Λ = 4 µ m


P = 0.1 kW


At  P = 0.1 kW,  Λ = 3 µ m   gives a large Stokes wavelength


Λ = 3 µm
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Bandwidth as a function of pitch
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Output spectrum
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Spectrogram
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Bandwidth as a function of input pulse width
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Bandwidth as a function of input peak power
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Application of this approach to other fibers


Weiblen, et al.


As2S3 fiber


Presented
at CLEO 2010


Stay tunedStay tunedStay tunedStay tuned
for more!for more!for more!for more!
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Conclusions


• We have developed a design approach that 
allows us to maximize the supercontinuum 
bandwidth in chalcogenide fibers


• We showed that a bandwidth of 4 µm can be 
generated using an As2Se3 PCF with d/Λ = 0.4 
and Λ = 3 µm at a pump wavelength of 2.5 µm


• This same approach can be applied to a wide 
variety of chalcogenide fibers.
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Thank you!
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OutlineOutline


1.   Introduction: Level scheme, spectroscopic processes


2.   Erbium 3-µm fiber lasers: Depleting the lower laser level 


3.   The cascade-lasing regime


4.   The lifetime-quenching regime


5. The energy-recycling regime


6. The thermal problem


7.   Another cascade-lasing regime


8.   Other 3-µm fiber laser


9.   Conclusions
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Lanthanide Ions in the Lanthanide Ions in the PeriodicPeriodic SystemSystem


Lanthanide = 4f rare-earth ion, 57+nLn [54Xe 6s2 5d 4fn or 54Xe 6s2 4fn+1]


LwNoMdFmEsCfBkCmAmPuNpUPaTh↑
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ShieldingShielding of the 4f of the 4f SubSub--shellshell


1. Shielding vs. core electric charge by inner shells (1s, ..., 4d)


⇒ central-field approximation
(neglects perturbations within 4f sub-shell)


2. Shielding vs. interactions with host lattice
by outer 5s and 5p sub-shells


⇒ relatively small electron-phonon coupling
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EnergyEnergy LevelsLevels: Central Field Approximation: Central Field Approximation


The energy of the 4f subshell can be calculated in the central 
field approximation.


This approach takes into account the electric field produced by 
the charge of the nucleus and the charges of the filled inner 
shells which shield the charge of the nucleus.


It neglects the coulomb interaction between electrons within the
partially filled 4f subshell, their spin-orbit coupling, and the 
crystal field generated by the ligand ions in the host material.
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CentralCentral--Field Approximation: PerturbationsField Approximation: Perturbations


1. a) Non-centrosymmetric splitting (Coulomb interaction)
⇒ total orbital angular momentum


b) Accordingly:
⇒ total electron-spin momentum


2. Spin-orbit coupling (“LS” coupling)
⇒ total angular momentum
lanthanides: intermediate coupling (LS / jj)


3. Crystal-field splitting (“Stark effect”)
⇒ total magnetic dipole moment


L =∑
r r


l


S s=∑
r r


J L S= +
rr r


Jmr
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AmountsAmounts of of SplittingsSplittings


1. Non-centrosymmetric splitting                ~ 10000 cm-1


2. Spin-orbit splitting                                      ~ 1000 cm-1


3. Crystal-field splitting                                    ~ 100 cm-1


Unit (cm-1) :  photon energy  E = hc / λ ∝ 1 / λ


5000 cm-1 = 2 μm


10000 cm-1 = 1 μm


20000 cm-1 = 500 nm
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Partial Partial EnergyEnergy--LevelLevel SchemeScheme of Erof Er3+3+
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Boltzmann Boltzmann FactorsFactors


At room temperature (300 K), kBT = 200 cm-1 is in the order of
the energy splitting within a crystal-field multiplet


⇒ Boltzmann distribution of excitation energy
within each crystal-field multiplet 2S+1LJ
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Population Population MechanismsMechanisms


Stimulated processes:
Ground-state absorption
Excited-state absorption
Stimulated emission


Spontaneous processes:
Luminescence decay
Multiphonon relaxation


Interionic processes:
Energy migration
Cross-relaxation
Energy-transfer upconversion
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Luminescence Luminescence DecayDecay
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Einstein coeff. A for spontaneous emission


radiative rate constant


Lifetime


(rad. + nonrad. decay)


Radiative rate constant,
emission cross-section,
oscillator strength
are directly connected with each other.


Decay rate:
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Multiphonon Relaxation: Multiphonon Relaxation: ConsequencesConsequences for for LifetimeLifetime


Example:


Decay from the 4I9/2 level of Er3+


(to next lower-lying level: ΔE ≈ 2000 cm-1)


Competition between luminescence decay
and multiphonon relaxation


Number of highest-energy phonons
required to bridge ΔE:


Oxide:      p ≈ 2  ⇒ τ = 0.5 μs
Fluoride:  p ≈ 4  ⇒ τ = 7 μs
Chloride:  p ≈ 7  ⇒ τ = 4 ms
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Upconversion Upconversion MechanismsMechanisms


Intraionic process: ESA                           Interionic process: ETU


(Excited-state absorption)                  (Energy-transfer upconversion) 
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EnergyEnergy--Transfer Transfer ProcessesProcesses


Interaction mechanisms:


1. multipole-multipole
interaction:
One oscillating multipole forces 
another nearby multipole to 
oscillate as well.


2. exchange interaction:
Direct overlap between the 
atomic functions of two nearby 
ions


Most common:
Electric dipole-dipole interaction
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Electric Electric DipoleDipole--DipoleDipole TransferTransfer


Transfer probability donor (D) → acceptor (A)


D.L. Dexter, J. Chem. Phys. 21 (1953) 836


QA = integral absorption cross-section of A
(measure of absorption probability)


τD = radiative lifetime of D
(measure of emission probability)


fD, FA = normalized emission, absorption line shapes of D, A
(integral is measure of spectral overlap)


rDA = distance between D and A (RDA ∝ r -6 !!!)
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EnergyEnergy MigrationMigration
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SensitizationSensitization and and QuenchingQuenching


Sensitization                                               Quenching
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CrossCross--Relaxation and Relaxation and EnergyEnergy--Transfer UpconversionTransfer Upconversion


Cross-Relaxation                     Energy-Transfer Upconversion
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Laser Laser WavelengthsWavelengths for Microfor Micro--SurgerySurgery


T. Sumiyoshi, IEEE J. Select. Topics Quantum Electron. 5 (1999) 936
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33--µµm Erbium Laser: A m Erbium Laser: A «« simplesimple »» FourFour--LevelLevel Laser Laser 


"Bottleneck" owing to longer lower 
level lifetime  ⇒


"self-terminating" transition
in continuous-wave operation.


CW inversion due to
1. weak feeding of lower level
(host materials with low
maximum-phonon energy)
2. Stark splitting


Depletion of lower laser level is 
desired to overcome bottleneck
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The Erbium 3The Erbium 3--µµm Laserm Laser


Important processes:


Pump GSA @ 800 nm or 980 nm


Pump ESA @ 800 nm or 980 nm


ETU involving two ions in
lower (1) or upper (2)
laser level


Cross Relexation (CR)   
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DepletionDepletion of of LowerLower Laser Laser LevelLevel


ESA          Energy Transfer                   ETU      Laser
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ZBLAN ZBLAN FiberFiber Laser Laser atat LowLow Dopant ConcentrationDopant Concentration


Core-pumped fiber with typically
0.1 mol. % (1000 ppm molar) (1.6×1019 cm-3)


Low dopant concentration in combination with high-intensity 
core pumping favors ground-state bleaching


ESA becomes stronger than GSA


ETU is not important because of large distance between ions
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ExcitedExcited--State AbsorptionState Absorption


λ1 = pump wavelength
(strong laser)


λ2 = probe wavelength
(broadband lamp)


unpumped pumped


GSA GSA


ESA


SE


λ 1 λ2


λ 2


λ 2λ2


GSA = Ground-State Absorption


ESA = Excited-State Absorption


SE = Stimulated Emission
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ESA ESA MeasurementMeasurement


S. Zemon, SPIE Vol. 1373 (1990) 21


J. Koetke, Appl. Phys. B 61 (1995) 151


M. Pollnau, Appl. Phys. B 67 (1998) 23
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Double Double LockLock--in Amplifier Techniquein Amplifier Technique


time
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DeterminationDetermination of ESA Crossof ESA Cross--SectionsSections
Transmitted probe-beam intensity:


unpumped:


pumped:


Calculation:


{ }ESAeu NdII σ⋅⋅−=  exp0
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M. Pollnau, Appl. Phys. A 54 (1992) 404


M. Pollnau, Appl. Phys. B 67 (1998) 23
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DeterminationDetermination of ESA Crossof ESA Cross--SectionsSections


Measure GSA cross-section σGSA, probe-beam intensities Iu, Ip


Fit excitation density Ne until measured bleaching 
is completely compensated by addition of GSA
(at wavelengths where no ESA or SE occurs)


Obtain ESA cross-sections σESA,i times
relative population densities Ni/Ne


Determine relative population densities Ni/Ne and 
calculate ESA cross-sections σESA,i


M. Pollnau, Appl. Phys. A 54 (1992) 404


M. Pollnau, Appl. Phys. B 67 (1998) 23
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ESA ESA atat 800 nm in ZBLAN:Er800 nm in ZBLAN:Er3+3+
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ESA CrossESA Cross--Sections Sections NearNear 800 nm800 nm


ESA cross sections determined 
from pump- and probe-
beam measurements


M. Pollnau,
Appl. Phys. B 67 (1998) 23


Best pump wavelength
at 792 nm:


Relatively strong GSA,


Strong ESA from 4I13/2,


Weak ESA from 4I11/2
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The CascadeThe Cascade--LasingLasing RegimeRegime


Two-loop cascade laser:


ESA depletes lower laser level
of 2.7-µm laser


4S3/2 level clamped to threshold
inversion by 1.7-µm laser,
energy recycled


Competitive 850-nm laser
4S3/2 → 4I13/2 (bypasses upper and 
populates lower laser level)
is suppressed  
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Performance Under Cascade Performance Under Cascade LasingLasing


Ti:sapphire core-pumped 
ZBLAN fiber laser at 2.7 µm:


Strong increase of slope eff. and 
output power at the onset of 
cascade-lasing:


Slope eff. 23%


Output power 150 mW


M. Pollnau, Appl. Phys. Lett. 66 
(1995) 3564
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ZBLAN ZBLAN FiberFiber Laser Laser atat Medium Dopant ConcentrationMedium Dopant Concentration


Cladding-pumped fiber with typically
1 mol. % (10000 ppm molar) (1.6×1020 cm-3)
co-doped with Pr3+


Higher dopant concentration in combination with low-intensity 
cladding pumping and lifetime quenching by Pr3+ favors ET


Ground-state bleaching and ESA are not important because of 
higher dopant concentration and low pump intensity
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ErEr3+3+ LifetimesLifetimes in the in the PresencePresence of Prof Pr3+3+


Lifetimes of 4I11/2 upper and
4I13/2 lower laser levels
vs. Pr3+ concentration


Quenching of lower level lifetime 
much stronger
(from 9 ms down to 20 µs),
because corresponding 
absorption transition in Pr3+


has high oscillator strength


P.S. Golding,
Phys. Rev. B 62 (2000) 856
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The The LifetimeLifetime--QuenchingQuenching RegimeRegime


Simple four-level laser:


Energy transfer to Pr3+ co-dopant 
depletes lower laser level 
efficiently


CW threshold condition
removes energy
from 4I11/2 upper laser level


ESA is avoided


M. Pollnau,
IEEE JQE 33 (1997) 1982
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Performance Under Performance Under LifetimeLifetime QuenchingQuenching


Diode-pumped double-clad 
ZBLAN fiber laser at 
2.7 µm:


Low-brightness pump is 
converted to single-mode 
output


Slope eff. 17%


Output power 1.7 W


S. D. Jackson,
Opt. Lett. 24 (1999) 1133
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ZBLAN ZBLAN FiberFiber Laser Laser atat High Dopant ConcentrationHigh Dopant Concentration


Cladding-pumped fiber with up to
10 mol. % (100000 ppm molar) (1.6×1021 cm-3)


High dopant concentration favors ETU


Ground-state bleaching and ESA are not important because of 
high dopant concentration and low pump intensity
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MeasurementMeasurement of ETUof ETU
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


MeasuredMeasured Luminescence Luminescence DecayDecay


Normalized decay curves:


First temporal part:
high excitation density,
includes decay by ETU,
non-exponential


Last temporal part:
low excitation density,
includes no ETU,
exponential


P.S. Golding,
Phys. Rev. B 62 (2000) 856
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


Luminescence Luminescence DecayDecay CurvesCurves
Rate-equation for decay:


Solution (Bernoulli-Eq.):


Linearized solution:


T. Jensen, Ph.D. Thesis,
Univ. Hamburg (2000)
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DeterminationDetermination of ETU of ETU ParametersParameters
Linearized solution:


Determine


t from exponential part,


N0 from excited volume and 
absorbed pump energy,


Fit straight lines ⇒ W


T. Jensen, Ph.D. Thesis,
Univ. Hamburg (2000)
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


AdvantageAdvantage of of ProcedureProcedure


If equation were not linearized, 
onset of repopulation from 
higher levels would not be seen


⇒ complete set of rate equations 
from all levels must be solved


⇒ one has to know all parameters 
(further ETU parameters !!!)


T. Jensen, Ph.D. Thesis,
Univ. Hamburg (2000)
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ETU and CR ETU and CR ProcessesProcesses


Measured parameters:


CR from 4S3/2 level


ETU from 4I11/2 upper laser level


ETU from 4I13/2 lower laser level
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ETU ETU ParametersParameters


ETU parameters determined
from fluorescence decay


P.S. Golding,
Phys. Rev. B 62 (2000) 856


Quantum efficiency:


Important: Ratio W11/W22


M. Pollnau,
IEEE JQE 32 (1996) 657
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


The The EnergyEnergy--RecyclingRecycling RegimeRegime


ETU processes from
lower laser level (4I13/2)
recycles energy to
upper laser level (4I11/2)


⇒ quantum efficiency of 2


⇒ increase in slope efficiency by 
factor of 2


M. Pollnau, IEEE J. Select. Topics 
Quantum Electron. 7 (2001) 30
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ComparisonComparison: Thulium 2: Thulium 2--µµm vs. Erbium 3m vs. Erbium 3--µµm Lasersm Lasers
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ExperimentalExperimental ResultsResults in in CyrstalsCyrstals


Various host materials
(YLF, YAG, YSGG, GGG, ...)


~1 W output power


T. Jensen, Opt. Lett. 21 (1996) 585


~50% slope efficiency


C. Wyss, Opt. Commun. 139 (1997) 
215


~2-4 W output power


A.Y. Dergachev, CLEO Technical 
Digest (2000), 564
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ExpectedExpected FiberFiber Performance Under Performance Under EnergyEnergy RecyclingRecycling


Diode-pumped double-clad 
ZBLAN fiber laser at 2.7 µm:


Rate-equation calculation:


ETU can be exploited


Prediction:


Slope eff. 50%


Output power >10 W


M. Pollnau,
IEEE JQE 38 (2002) 162
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


The Thermal The Thermal ProblemProblem


Strong heat load owing to 
multiphonon relaxations
following the ETU processes


⇒ strong temperature increase


⇒ strong thermal lensing
(crystal laser:
2x that of 1-µm Nd3+ laser!) 


⇒ rod fracture


⇒ fiber melting  
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ExampleExample: LiYF: LiYF44:Er:Er3+3+


Lasing conditions                           Non-lasing conditions


M. Pollnau, IEEE J Q-E 39 (2003) 350
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


ZBLAN ZBLAN FiberFiber Laser Laser atat Medium Dopant ConcentrationMedium Dopant Concentration


Cladding-pumped fiber with typically
0.5 mol. % (5000 ppm molar) (8×1019 cm-3)


Lower dopant concentration in combination with low-intensity 
cladding pumping and cascade lasing at 1.6 μm diminishes 
other spectroscopic processes


ESA and ETU are not that important because of low excitation 
density, ET is impossible because of lack of Pr3+
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


Population Dynamics in Population Dynamics in LowerLower Cascade Cascade LasingLasing


The laser at 2.8 μm starts lasing first. 
As soon as the laser transition at 
1.6 μm reaches threshold,


4I11/2 is clamped to threshold 
inversion vs. 4I13/2,


4I13/2 is clamped to threshold 
inversion vs. 4I15/2.


⇒ All three levels remain at constant 
density, heat input is minimal, 
no parasitic processes become 
important.
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InputInput--Output Output CurvesCurves
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Population Population DensitiesDensities and and HeatHeat InputInput


Calculated population densities              Calculated heat input
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Concerning heat input, there’s plenty of room for higher power!
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LatestLatest ExperimentalExperimental ResultResult


Uncooled ZBLAN fiber doped with 6 mol% Er3+


9 W output power with 21% slope efficiency.


X.S. Zhu et al., Opt. Lett. 32 (2007) 26


Cooled ZBLAN fiber doped with 6 mol% Er3+


24 W output power with 16% slope efficiency.


S. Tokita et al., Opt. Lett. 34 (2009) 3062


Uncooled ZBLAN fiber doped with 0.5 mol% Er3+


8 W output power with 19% slope efficiency, cascade laser.


S.D. Jackson et al., submitted (2010)
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OtherOther 33--µµm m FiberFiber LasersLasers


T. Sumiyoshi,
“High-power continuous-wave 3- and 2-µm cascade
Ho3+:ZBLAN fiber laser and its medical applications”,


IEEE J. Select. Topics Quantum Electron. 5 (1999) 936


S.D. Jackson,
“Single-transverse-mode 2.5 W holmium-doped fluoride fiber laser
operating at 2.86 µm”,


Opt. Lett. 29 (2004) 334


S.D. Jackson,
“Continuous wave 2.9 µm dysprosium-doped fluoride fiber laser”,
Appl. Phys. Lett. 83 (2003) 1316
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Integrated Optical MicroSystems (IOMS)


SummarySummary


Population mechanisms of Er3+ 3-µm fiber laser depend on
Er3+ conc., pump parameters, fiber geometry


⇒ we need to understand its spectroscopy!


With increasing erbium conc., four different operation regimes 
have successfully been demonstrated experimentally:
1. core pump, ESA ⇒ upper cascade lasing
2. clad pump, codoping ⇒ lifetime quenching
3. clad pump, ETU ⇒ energy recycling
4. clad pump, laser depletion   ⇒ lower cascade lasing


Current output power is at 9 W uncooled and 24 W cooled.
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28-29 September 2010 SET-171 Mid-IR Fiber Laser Workshop


Scaling of fiber laser systems based on novel components and high power 
capable packaging and joining technologies 


T. Schreiber, J. Limpert, A. Tünnermann


Fraunhofer IOF Jena, Germany and


IAP, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Germany
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Outline


� introduction


� packaging and joining technologies


� Application to microchip lasers


� novel components


� Applications to fiber laser system scaling


� example of MID-IR source


� possible further directions
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Fiber Laser
Introduction


� fiber lasers and amplifiers


� high gain, excellent and power independent beam quality


� all fiber setup for stability


laser cavity including 
f iber bragg gratings


pump coupler


deliver f iber
or power amplif iers


protect ive end-caps
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Er3+
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Yb3+


� rare-earth doped fibers, kW average power levels available


� long wavelength by heavy metal cation fibers (e.g zirconium, ZBLAN fibers), 
which are not as „stable“ as fused silica)


Fiber Laser
Introduction
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Outline


� introduction


� packaging and joining technologies


� Application to microchip lasers


� novel components


� Applications to fiber laser system scaling


� example of MID-IR source


� possible further directions
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� designing a (Mid-IR) source …


architecture packaging / joining


power and 
nonlinearity 
handling, optical 
properties …


short pulsed, …
, cw, broadband


Optomechanical requirements,
Stability for military/space, …


NLO


-


components


Fiber Laser
Introduction


EUV


VIS


MID-IR
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Overview of Joining Technologies 
for Optoelectronic Packaging


Bonding of Optical Components
material (adhesion/cohesion) fit


Bonding of Optical Components
material (adhesion/cohesion) fit


with macroscopic 


intermediate layer / media


with macroscopic 


intermediate layer / media
without macroscopic 


intermediate layer / media


without macroscopic 


intermediate layer / media


Adhesive 
Bonding


Adhesive 
Bonding


Laser Beam 
Soldering


Laser Beam 
Soldering


Laser Splicing/
Welding


Laser Splicing/
Welding


Contact
Bonding


Contact
Bonding


Wafer Level Bonding
Mineralic, Fusion. Anodic,


Eutectic, Glass-frit, liquid 


capillary…


Wafer Level Bonding
Mineralic, Fusion. Anodic,


Eutectic, Glass-frit, liquid 


capillary…


� Bonding of different materials always required 


� material , thermal or optical contact desired
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� Alignment of a Micro Lens Array to a CCD Sensor


� 6 degrees of freedom


� Alignment step wide: 0,1 – 1  µm


Positioning System


Bonding and Packaging of Optical Components
Adhesive Bonding
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� long term stability


� high temperature stability


� high radiation stability compared to 


adhesives


� good vacuum compatibility / no 
outgasing


� high thermal and electrical 
conductivity


� flux free processing due to 
sputtered thin film metallization


� flexible and automated assembly


Bonding and Packaging of Optical Components
Laser Soldering 


laser beam soldered optics for lithography
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� Example of fiber coupled diode


Bonding and Packaging of Optical Components
Solder Bumping


Thickfilm Au 
Metallization


Laser diode


Fiber


Assembly 
element


Asphere


Ceramic System 
platform
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� inorganic bonding at low temperatures (≤ 200°C) using special silicate 
solutions


� e.g. for high precision optical & mechanical systems


� high stability (intermediate layer  <200nm)


� low stress


� “cold” bonding


� NO creep


� NO „out-gassing“


Bonding and Packaging of Optical Components
Mineralic Bonding


University 
Glasgow
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� Tapering and splicing device as well 
as process control developed


� easy adaptable


� very precise  joints


� computer controlled process with 
high joining reproducibility 


� mechanical stable welded joints


� high purity process without 
contaminations 


� very low optical losses


� no consumables like process gas or 


filaments


Bonding and Packaging of Optical Components
Laser based splicing and tapering


Multimode fiber (ø720µm) with spliced 
end cap (ø1500µm)
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� Without additional material – surface activation


� direct bond by a Waals forces


� very small tolerances


� jonts are sensitive to shock


� adjustment only within the plane of joining


� assemblies tested under vacuum and cryogenic 
environment


Bonding and Packaging of Optical Components
Direct bonding


≈250° C
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Microchip laser system using bonding technology


Laser crystal


AR coating


SESAM and Bragg mirror


Heat sink
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Microchip laser system using bonding technology


� Unwanted jitter (typical for Q-switched lasers)


200 ps, Slope efficiency of ~ 35%, Ep = 120 -140 nJ, Repetition rate up to 2 MHz
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Microchip laser system using bonding technology


� Unwanted jitter (typical for Q-switched lasers)


� Self-injection seeding


A.Steinmetz et al. Applied  Physics B (2009) 97: 317–320
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Microchip laser system using bonding technology


� Unwanted jitter (typical for Q-switched lasers)


� Self-injection seeding


� Low cost alternative to mode-locked lasers


A.Steinmetz et al. Applied  Physics B (2009) 97: 317–320
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Outline


� introduction


� packaging and joining technologies


� Application to microchip lasers


� novel components


� Applications to fiber laser system scaling


� example of MID-IR source


� possible further directions
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� MFD independent of λ


� SM from 0.5 to 2.5 µm


endlessly single mode


Kunimasa Saitoh, Yukihiro Tsuchida, Masanori Koshiba, and Niels Asger Mortensen, "Endlessly 


single-mode holey fibers: the influence of core design," Opt. Express 13, 10833-10839 (2005) 
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� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


extremly low nonlinear interaction


1.5 mm outer 
cladding


pump core 
(200 µm)


active core 
(80 µm)


air-clad
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� First GW fiber femtosecond system


� First kW average power fiber femtosecond system


extremly low nonlinear interaction


Yb:KGW oscillator Stretcher -


Compressor -


Unit


AOM


Pre-amplifier


Main amplifier


ISO


Output
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


tapers and endcaps
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


� mJ, ns fiber laser systems


tapers and endcaps


AOM air-cooled


HR @ > 1010 nm
HT @ < 990 nm


Q-switching element
HR @ > 1010 nm


rod-type fiber


output


Yb-doped


HT @ < 990 nm


diode @ 976 nm


pump PCF


R = 0.08


end caps on
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


mode-stripper and high power connector
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


Novel pump couplers
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


� High power components
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


� High power components


Strahlkombination


spectral beam combining of 


narrow linewidth sources
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� components:


� novel fiber designs = novel optical properties


� fiber compatible components


� High power components
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C. Wirth, O. Schmidt, I. Tsybin, T. Schreiber, T. Peschel, F. Brückner, T. Clausnitzer, J. Limpert, R. Eberhardt, A. Tünnermann, M. Gowin, E. ten Have, K. Ludewigt, and M. Jung, "2 kW incoherent 


beam combining of four narrow-linewidth photonic crystal fiber amplifiers," Opt. Express 17, 1178-1183 (2009) 
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Outline


� introduction


� packaging and joining technologies


� Application to microchip lasers


� novel components


� Applications to fiber laser system scaling


� example of MID-IR source


� possible further directions


� summary
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


a) 2ω1 = ω2+ω3 Energy conservation


b) 2kpump=ksignal+kidler+γP 1 = 0 momentum conservation


c) Low losses at ω1, ω2 and ω3 No attenuation of the waves


d) MFDSignal ≈ MFDPump ≈MFDIdler Good overlap of the involved waves 


Degenerated FWM
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


Condition a) 2ω1 = ω2+ω3         +      b)  2kpump=ksignal+kidler+γP 1 = 0


To get widely separated signals move the 
pump wavelength far away from the ZDW (in 
the normal dispersion regime)


Furthermore, the amplification bandwidth 
is given by:


2


Po
A


s


γ


β
Ω ≈


Ω


Thus, additionally to get narrowband 
signals we need:


• high dispersion


• high separation of the wavelengths
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


Transmission spectrum of fused silica


Condition c) Low losses at ω2 and ω3


IR graded fused silica is a good candidate to use with tunable lasers from 1020-1090nm!


Analyze the phase-matching condition a) and b) and look for a material which transmission window fullfils c)


www.hereaus.de
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


Condition d) MFDs ≈ MFDp ≈MFDi


Use an endlessly single mode design to ensure good mode field overlap for all involved 
wavelengths. E.g. an LMA-10 PCF.


Mode field distribution in LMA-10 fiber for signal, pump and idler waves:


1064nm


81,1µm2


673nm


79,7µm2


2539nm


87,6µm2
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


Germanium Filter


OI


~100kW peak,
12W av.


30ps @ 1030nm


50 & 200ps @ 
1064nm1, 0.2-1MHz


1.4m
LMA-10


.
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Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


Slopes of the signal and idler wave average power with 200ps pulses and 1MHz rep. rate.


Av. power slopes of signal and idler


~37% 


efficiency


~6% eff.
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Scaling of fiber laser systems
Novel components and laser systems


� Approach for a fiber based picosecond VIS and MIR source


Slopes of the signal and idler wave average power with 200ps pulses and 1MHz rep. rate.
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Outline


� introduction


� packaging and joining technologies


� Application to microchip lasers


� novel components


� Applications to fiber laser system scaling


� example of MID-IR source


� possible further directions
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� using other NLO-elements + high power silica fiber lasers


� e.g. quasi phase-matching (orientation-patterned GaAs)


� transparent (low absorption), nonlinear materials + bonding process (for 


thermal contact)


� anti-reflection properties on MID-IR fibers


� effective media directly bonded to fiber end facet


� fiber bragg gratings


� written by femtosecond pulses


(for non UV-sensitive fibers) 


…


Packaging and Joining Technologies for
fiber lasers – further directions
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28-29 September 2010 SET-171 Mid-IR Fiber Laser Workshop


Scaling of fiber laser systems based on novel components and high power 
capable packaging and joining technologies 


Thank you for your attention!








Rare earth doped non-oxide glasses for mid-IR fiber lasers


R. S. Quimby
Department of Physics, Worcester Polytechnic Institute 


Worcester, MA, USA


Outline:


1. Overview of mid-IR rare earth transitions
need for non-oxide glass host


2. Nonradiative relaxation
theory and experiment


3. Fiber lasers demonstrated to date
4. Fiber laser modeling


cascade lasing to avoid bottlenecking
include fiber attenuation loss







http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/telescopes-and-sites/observing-condition-constraints/ir-transmission-spectra


Note: For IRCM 
avoid 4.2-4.5 µm 
and 9.4-10 µm


Atmospheric 
transmission spectra 
above Mauna Kea 







Fiber laser schemes











Upper limit on transition wavelength set by:


Optical transparency band of glass host


Nonradiative quenching of upper laser level 


vω


250 cm-1


350 cm-1


550 cm-1


1100 cm-1


Rule of thumb:
Need more than 


5 phonons to 
bridge gap







Sulfide glass host







Selenide glass host







Definition of band gap is 
somewhat arbitrary


Can take α ∼ 1 cm-1   


as measure of band edge


Still absorption well below 
band edge due to defect 
states


Energy can be transferred 
between rare earth and 
glass defect state


Quimby and Aitken, J. Appl. 
Phys. 82, 3992 (1997)







Nonradiative relaxation:
does the energy gap law work in chalcogenide glasses?


multiphonon 
relaxation rate


thermally generated 
phonons per mode


number of phonons 
needed to bridge gap


At finite temperature T:


reduced logarithmic 
slope at finite Twhere







Verifying the energy gap law experimentally


Determine nonradiative rate from:


Calculated radiative rate
Judd-Ofelt analysis   or
reciprocity relation


Measured total rate
fluorescence lifetime


sulfide glass appears 
anomalous in this plot 
(parameters from Reisfeld)


question: are the 
nonradiative rates at large 
energy gap influenced by 
additional nonradiative 
processes?


from Miniscalco, in Rare Earth Doped Fiber Lasers and 


Amplifiers, ed. M.J.F. Digonnet (Marcel Dekker 1993)







Experimental determination of energy gap law parameters


1. Measure absorption spectra, do Judd-Ofelt analysis


2. Calculate all radiative decay rates


3. Measure fluorescence lifetimes for above transitions


4. Determine total nonradiative rate from Wnr = 1/τ - Wr


5. Vary temperature to determine the true multiphonon rate







Example variation of fluorescence lifetime with temperature


treat Wmp(20o) as adjustable 
parameter to fit to the data







total nonradiative decay rate


multiphonon decay rate







Origin of extra nonradiative decay
1. Is this real or experimental artifact?


Error bars are conservative, and difference is outside error bars
For ground state transitions use reciprocity as well as Judd-Ofelt
For Pr 1G4 use additional independent method to measure QE


2. Possibly energy transfer to native defects in the glass
Mid-gap defect states responsible for photoluminescence, 
photodarkening, etc.
But some transitions (Er 4I13/2 – 4I15/2) do not suffer additional 
nonradiative decay


3. More likely: energy transfer to localized vibrational modes
H-S vibrations at 2500 and 3200 cm-1


Resonance with several Pr, Dy, Er transitions
Er 4I9/2 lifetime decreases when H-S concentration > 100 
ppm  [Moizan, SPIE 6469, 64690E (2007)]
Two classes of doped ions:


Ions close enough to H-S to be highly quenched
Ions far enough away to be unquenched







Limits on RE-doped chalcogenide fiber laser performance


1. Nonradiative quenching of upper laser level
Need to minimize H-S, H-Se, OH content of glass


2. Excited-state absorption may reduce or eliminate gain
Gain may still be possible at certain wavelengths


3. Bottle-necking may limit population inversion
Co-dope with 2nd RE ions; energy transfer from 
lower laser level to added RE ion
Maintain population inversion by cascade lasing


4. Fiber attenuation may limit round-trip gain
Minimize H-S, H-Se, OH content 


Bottle-
necking


ESA







Fiber lasers demonstrated to date


Er:ZBLAN λ = 2.75 µm


Jackson, SPIE 6453, 64530B (2007)


Co-doped with Pr to reduce 
bottle-necking in 4I13/2 level


Double-clad fiber


Diode pump at 975 nm


Pout ~1.7 W for Ppump ~10 W 


from Jackson et al., Opt. Lett. 24, 1133 (1999)







Ho:ZBLAN λ = 2.86 µm


Jackson, SPIE 6453, 64530B (2007)


co-doped with Pr to reduce 
bottle-necking in 5I7 level


single-mode fiber


Yb fiber laser pump at 1100 nm


Pout ~2.5 W for Ppump ~9 W 


potentially most efficient 3 µm 
source


Fiber lasers demonstrated to date


from Jackson et al., Opt. Lett. 29, 334 (2004)







Fiber lasers demonstrated to date


Wavelength range 4.5 - 4.7 µm of interest


6H11/2 → 6H13/2 transition of Dy3+ possible candidate


Need low-phonon energy host (chloride crystal, chalcogenide 
glass)


Problem: bottlenecking of population due to long lifetime of 
lower laser level (6H13/2 )


Solution (this work): cascade lasing on the 6H11/2 → 6H13/2 and 
6H13/2 → 6H15/2 transitions can serve to effectively depopulate 
the 6H13/2 level 


Beyond 3 µm: ....still waiting....







Dy3+ lower energy levels


model includes stimulated emission and absorption between all 
three levels
accounts for an arbitrary degree of population saturation







All-fiber scheme for cascade lasing


FBG1: lasing wavelength λ1 = 4600 nm
FBG2: idler wavelength λ2 = 3350 nm


Fiber Bragg gratings:







Model Calculations


Solve rate equations in 
steady state for level 
populations N1, N2, N3


calculate gain/loss 
coefficients using level 
populations Ni and light 
field distribution ψ(r)


Propagate signal and 
pump powers back and 
forth between mirrors 
until self-consistent 
solution is obtained











emission measured 
from fluorescence


absolute cross 
sections scaled to 
agree with 
oscillator strength 
(obtained from 
Judd-Ofelt 
analysis)


absorption 
spectrum calculated 
from emission 
spectrum using 
reciprocity  
(McCumber) 
relation







Optimum idler 
wavelength is on 
long-wavelength 
side of 6H13/2 →
6H15/2 transition
(3350 nm) 


This is where σems
>> σabs , and level 2 
is depleted most 
efficiently







Optimum pump 
wavelength is 1710 nm







The idler recycles the 
excited-state 
population faster, 
resulting in increased 
gain on the 4600 nm 
transition, and shorter 
optimum fiber lengths







Efficient lasing from 
4200-4600 can be 
obtained if the fiber loss 
is kept below 3 dB/m







Increase in output 
power at 4600 nm 
with simultaneous 
lasing of idler at 
3350 nm is 
especially large for 
higher pump power







Summary of Dy fiber laser modeling


cascade lasing scheme will result in a highly efficient and 
power-scaleable laser around 4600 nm 


Significant enhancements in efficiency are predicted 
compared with a traditional single-laser-wavelength 
scheme 


A key requirement for efficient operation will be fiber 
losses in the 1-3 dB/m range or smaller. 


high loss in the 4.5 µm region due to HSe impurities may 
be reduced by special purification techniques [B. Cole et 
al., J. Non-Cryst. Solids, vol. 256&257, pp. 253-259, 
1999 ], and losses in the few dB/m range should be 
feasible







Conclusions


Fiber lasers can be designed for efficient operation in the     
4 < λ < 8 µm range using rare earth doped chalcogenide glass 


In predicting device performance, caution needed when using 
multiphonon energy-gap law


Watt-class fiber lasers at ~3 µm have been demonstrated using 
fluoride glass, but no experimental reports yet of rare earth 
doped chalcogenide glass fiber lasers


Modeling of a Dy doped selenide fiber laser at 4.6 µm shows 
that cascade lasing improves efficiency by preventing bottle-
necking in lower laser level


Fiber attenuation above ~1 dB/m leads to significantly reduced  
output power.  Need to limit H-Se content of glass.








Fluoride glass fiber sources:
Problems and prospects


Marcel Marcel PoulainPoulain and and GwenaelGwenael MazMazéé
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OutlineOutline ::


1 Introduction


2 Fluoride glass technology


3 Specifications of active fibers


4 Achievements


5 Problems and prospects


6 Conclusion







INTRODUCTION







The privilege of experience…


36 years of continuous activity in fluoride glasses,
from the discovery to the industrial development


Pionneering achievements  


Interaction and collaborations with major actors of
fiber lasers, optical amplifiers and active devices for
more  than 20 years


Very large (and often unexpected) field of expertise.







Pionnering achievements
Numerous results were not released (confidentiality)  


The first ZBLA:Nd laser was made in 1978 in collaboration 
with P.Brun’s laboratory at Rennes University 


ZBLAN glass compositions were characterized in 1980.
[Furukawa (Shibata & Oshawa) paper appeared in 1984]


Lasing effect was accidentally observed in 1984 in a 
Nd-doped fiber supplied to the French CEA


Low loss optical fibers (< 1 dB/km) have been obtained.
Development steps have been identified







This talk intents
To outline some achievements (Not an exhaustive review!) 


To complete ambiguous or misleading informations


To discuss problems in relation to fiber lasers, amplifiers
and sources.


To draw prospects for future realizations


To make the ground for possible interactions







Interactions, collaborations


JPL (NASA), large NA fibers (1985) 


Various German companies and universities


Large astronomic observatories (VLT, Hawaii)


Close collaboration with COPL, Laval Univ, Québec 


France Telecom (CNET), ORC 


Researchers and groups from this audience       







FLUORIDE GLASS 
TECHNOLOGY







21 Glass composition


ZrF4


BaF2NaF


Initial system
(1975)







Fluoride glass families


Most studies focused on fluorozirconates 
based on ZrF4 and HfF4


Other fluoride glasses  are formed with
AlF3, GaF3 and InF3 as main glass formers


Significant differences are observed in:
-Chemical durability
- Glass stability
- Mechanical strength & hardness
- Phonon energy







Typical glass compositions
Glass COMPOSITION  (mol %) nD


ZBLA 57 ZrF4, 34 BaF2, 5 LaF3, 4 AlF3 1.519


HBLA 57 HfF4, 34 BaF2, 5 LaF3, 4 AlF3 1.504


ZBLAN 53 ZrF4, 20 BaF2, 5 LaF3, 4 AlF3 , 20 NaF 1.498


ZBSFCl 60 ZrF4, 20 BaFCl, 20 SrFCl 1.542


YABC 20 YF3, 40 AlF3, 20 BaF2, 20 CaF2 1.440


IZBS 40 InF3, 20 ZnF2, 20 SrF2, 15 BaF2, 5 CaF2 1.495


PGICZ 30 PbF2, 22GaF3,13 InF3,18 CdF2,13 ZnF2,2 GdF3, 2 
NaF ( n = 1.595 )







General physical properties


PROPERTY HMFG ZBLAN
Glass transition temperature (°C) 200-450 260
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (10-7 K-1) 140-210 180


Density ( g/cm3) 4-6 4.14
Young Modulus (GPa) 50-60 54
Vickers hardness (kg/mm2) 200-270 210
Poisson ratio 0.25 – 0.35 0.30
Refractive index nD 1.45 – 1.60 1.500


Non linear refractive index n2 (10-13 esu) 0.8 – 0.9 0.85


Abbe Index ν 60 – 80 75
dn/dT 1.10-5 -2.10-5 1.5 .10-5


Cp (J / g at.K) 24.9







Optical transmission
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Numerous structural investigations show the high coordination
number of the vitrifying cations: 8 ( Zr ) or 6 ( Al, Ga, In ).


The vitrifying network is constructed from the association
of the MF6 or MF8 polyhedra with large cations Na+, Ba++


as modifiers.


The vacancy model offers an alternative description:
A disordered packing of large ions ( F- and Ba++ ) in which
small cations are inserted. This packing contains vacancies
that are mobile in the liquid state.


STRUCTURE: the vacancy model







Bidimensional picture







GLASS PROCESSING







22  GLASS SYNTHESIS
Fluoride glass synthesis includes melting, fining, casting
and annealing steps


Specific features are low melt viscosity, volatilization,
devitrification and hydrolysis.


Water action is critical. To overcome the problem various
solutions have been reported:
- Reactive atmosphere processing
- Ammonium bifluoride processing
- Dry processing







Optical quality samples
Samples prepared at room atmosphere from current starting
materials exhibit numerous defects:


Manufacturing of optical quality samples  (Δn < 10-6 )
is difficult and time consuming.


Several parameters must be considered and optimized


- Cords and syrups
-« Stones » and inclusions
- Bubbles
- Crystals
- Composition fluctuations







23    Fiber manufacturing


BaF2


NaF


ZrF4


LaF3


AlF3


PbF2
Core


Powders Melting Preform


Cladding


AlF3
BaF2


NaF


ZrF4


LaF3


Fiber







Fiber drawing


Fluoride glass fibers are 
drawn using glass preforms
which are processed from
high purity glasses 
processed in a very dry and 
clean atmosphere. The 
optical and physical
characteristics of the 
preform determine to a large 
extent the structure and the 
optical properties of the 
fiber.


preform


Drawing oven
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 Fiber diameter 
  monitor


Temperature
control


Monitoring 


Coating applicator


Curing lamps


Holder
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Fiber takeupCapstan
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Critical aspects of HMFG fibers
Fiber drawing adds defects to the prexisting defects
in the preform


Main contribution to optical losses arise from core defects


Quality of core/cladding interface is critical


Various parameters must be optimized:
Time, temperature, preform size, atmosphere
(water, contaminants, dust) 







SPECIFICATIONS







General features: 
optical fiber must be


Strong enough to survive in any case 


Comply with optical specifications


Transparent in operating window (low optical losses) 


Durable in ambiant air and humidity


Stable opticaly and mechanicaly vs time and temperature







Rare earth doped fibers
must be


Homogeneous (no clustering) 


Withstand high energy pumping


Host the convenient amount of active ions. 


Have minimum background losses


Allow co-doping (e.g. Yb/Er)







Rare earths for mid IR emission







Rare earths for mid IR emission







Rare earths for mid IR emission







Rare earths for mid IR emission







High power and supercontinuum


Fiber must withstand large pump power 


Reliability of resonator, splicing and end faces


Limitations arise from extrinsic defects
(Intrinsic damage threshold is largely unknown) 


Power in cladding must be controlled


High non linear parameters are desirable







ACHIEVEMENTS







Optical transmission: fibers
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Optical transmission: fibers


Typical losses of a singlemode fiber
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Ø core / Ø cladding : 6.5 / 125 µm


Cut-off wavelength : 1.9 µm


Attenuation at 2.5 µm : 5 dB / km


Attenuation at 3.2 µm : 20 dB / km







Type of  fibers
Multimode


Single mode


Polarization maintaining


Low bireringence


Rare eath-doped


Double-clad


D-shasped,


Ring-core (M-shaped)


High NA







ZBLAN fiber lasers


Intense activity in the 80’s (CNET, BT…)  


Development in various german labs and companies (90’s):
FSU Iena, Techn. Univ. Berlin, Laser Zentrum Hannover,
Laser Zentrum Hambourg, Lasos, Guided Color Techn., 
Unique Mode, Linos, Philips…


ZBLAN fibers have hugely increased the number of laser lines


Marketing issues are heavier than technical problems







ZBLAN fiber lasers:
Up conversion







ZBLAN fiber lasers:
Mid IR







Supercontinuum


Significant achievements with ZBLAN fibers


Various parameters: fiber length, attenuation, pump power,
pump frequency, pump wavelength, N.A., dispersion, 
fiber geometry…


Laboratory results


Available systems







Supercontinuum using short fibers


From Toyota Technological Institute  (Prof. Y. Ohishi)







Supercontinuum
Current ZBLAN source







PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS







Practical questions
Mechanical strength. 


Optical specifications


Aging


Chemical durability


Thermal stability







Fiber strength


Failure occurs on defects, most of them extrinsic


Intrinsic strength limted by chemical bonding


Tensile strength improve by CTE adjustments


Static fatigue may be controlled by relaxation 







Chemical durability
Water, water, water …. 


Fluoride fibers in use in industrial environment
for more than 10 years.


Liquid water must not be in contact with glass surface


Fiber is protected by coatings, jacketing, cabling.


End faces make problem. Solutions exist ! 







Bragg gratings in fluoride


Pionneering achievements in CNET ( FT)


But time consuming and Cerium doping


Reliable Bragg gratings obtained by femtosecond lasers
at COPL, Laval University, Québec







Damage threshold


Is critical for high power lasers and supercontinuum


High values measured (ISL)


Femtosecond experiments implemented at Laval University,
Suggest that intrinsic damage threshold could be higher
in ZBLAN than in silica!


Low values have been observed in real fibers,
in relation to extrinsic defects







Control of fiber defects
Identification:  crystals, bubbles, metal particle, carbon…


Adjustment of thermal expansion coefficients


Processing parameters to be adjusted


Contamination of interfaces


Glass stability in high NA fibers







Extending optical window


Requires using Indium-based glasses free of Zr and Al


Less stable compositions make more difficult to reach
low backgroud losses


Encouraging laboratory results 


Development in progress







Photonic crystal fibers


Large potential


May be achieved with ZBLAN glass


Probably more difficult than silica or chalcogenides


Thermal properties of ZBLAN offer extended possibilities







The potential of fluoride fiber lasers is very large   


Photonic crystal fibers to be developped


CONCLUSIONS


Both laser and supercontinuum sources are available


… But FG fiber lasers are just emerging


Most technological problems are identified







All of you for your attention
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Application of lacunar model 
to ZBLAN glass


Molar volume of ZBLAN glass is 8.10 cm3 and
ΔCp =14.2 J.mol-1.K-1 while I have measured
Δα = 1.2 10-4 K-1 (dilatometry),
which leads to eν = 132 KJ. mole-1. 
The rate of vacancy formation is 8 1018 K-1 cm-3. 


With 120 K as the estimated difference between Tg and 
TK the gross number of vacancies is N ≈ 1021 cm-3 at Tg
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Outline


• Brief Overview of Nonlinear Conversion
• Nonlinear materials, pump sources


• General fiber overview
• Design constraints and limitations


• Nonlinear effects in fiber
• Considerations for fiber used in nonlinear conversion


• Yb, Er, Er:Yb, Tm
• Advantages and disadvantages 
• Fiber geometries
• Architectures


• Summary
• General issues
• Moving forward
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Mid-IR Generation


• Traditionally, Mid-IR light is frequency shifted from a laser pump
• Diode-pumped solid-state laser converted in a nonlinear crystal


• Typically ZGP, PPLN, OPGaAs
• How can we use fiber with Mid-IR light


• We can use it to transport Mid-IR light over several meters
• Fluorides and chalcogenides for power distribution
• Advantages: only fibers which can transport MWIR light with low loss
• Disadvantages: multimode output spoils beam quality


• Not necessarily bad for most applications
• However, we can use traditional fiber as a pump source


• Take advantage of silica fiber technology
• Transport the pump to nonlinear converter


3
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What is Needed For Mid-IR Generation?


• Pump source
• Bright, single-mode laser


• Generally need M2 < 2
• High peak power pulses


• Generally several kW peak
• Polarized output


• For phase matching in nonlinear material
• Nonlinear material


• Phase-matched to the pump and wavelengths to be generated
• Conservation of energy and momentum


• Critically phase-matched vs QPM materials
• Conversion: methods: OPO, OPG, OPA


4
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Nonlinear Optical Crystals – What Is Needed
• Higher efficiency and output power in the 2-8μm spectral range


• Mid-IR crystals compatible with common pump lasers


• Better long-wavelength materials for CO2 doubling and 8-12μm generation


• Desirable material properties:


• High nonlinear coefficient
• Low absorption loss
• High laser damage threshold
• Low thermal lensing
• Low/no walk-off


• Non-critical phase matching
(NCPM)


• • •


idler
signal
pump


C-axis


Birefringence Crystals


QPM Semiconductors
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Common Nonlinear Materials for Mid-IR Conversion


• PPLN
• Mature material, QPM
• Limited transparency range


in MWIR
• ZGP


• High nonlinear coefficient
• Critically phase-matched


• OPGaAs
• QPM, high nonlinear coefficient
• Large transparency range
• Low absorption
• High thermal conductivity


OPGaAs
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Solid-state vs. Fiber Pump Lasers


• Solid-state lasers
• Q-switched
• Good beam quality – M2: 1.2-2.0
• Lower repetition rates, long pulse widths


• Trade-off between pulse width and PRF
• Generally high pulse energy with high peak power


• Fiber lasers
• Excellent beam quality – M2: 1.0-1.5
• Efficient, compact
• Minimal/no free-space optics
• Variable rep rates and short pulse widths 


• Low pulse energy with high (or low) peak power
• Wavelength flexibility
• Power scalable with beam quality


Larger pump spots 
to mitigate NLO 
crystal damage


Smaller pump spots 
for high peak 


intensities
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So Why Bother With Silica Fiber?


• It can efficiently generate high powers and transport pump light
• Transparent from near-IR (<800nm) up into mid-IR (2100nm)


• Gain length
• Distribute the gain (lower gain per unit length, longer length)
• Spread the heat load over long fiber length (surface area for heat removal)


• Frequency agility
• Glass has a very chaotic structure


• Broad absorption and emission features compared to crystals
• Efficient pump/signal overlap


• Let the waveguide do the work
• It is inexpensive (in large quantities)


• Leverage the telecom investments
• Splicing, diodes, components, etc.


• The light is entirely confined to the fiber
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For High Power Operation
• DPSS crystal-based technologies


• Thermal lensing in crystal
• Beam distortions at high powers
• Need significant waste heat removal


• This requires a major engineering
effort and increases size, weight, power


• Fiber
• Pump absorption is spread over a few meters


rather than a few centimeters
• Fiber core is close to the heat-sink


• Only a few hundred microns
• Architectures can be power scalable 


without significantly impacting beam quality
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Typical Fiber Dopants
• Erbium (Er)


• Low gain, but eyesafe emission at 1.55μm telecom wavelengths
• Can pump at 980nm or resonantly at 1470-1532nm


• Ytterbium (Yb)
• Very high gain, very efficient
• Emission from 1000-1150nm (typically used from 1035-1080nm)
• Can pump from 915nm-975nm


• Ytterbium-sensitized erbium (Er:Yb)
• High power emission at 1.55μm higher gain due to Yb ions
• Pumped from 915nm-975nm


• Thulium (Tm)
• 2-micron emission from 1850-2100nm
• Pumped at 795nm or 1550nm


• Thulium-Holmium (Tm:Ho)
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Fiber Lasers
• Just like a solid-state laser, but the fiber is the gain medium


• Instead of a crystal and mirrors, we have a fiber and gratings
• Diode pumps the fiber to excite the active ions
• Gratings provide feedback at a specific wavelength for oscillation
• Typically CW operation


• But they can be q-switched or modulated
• Have very closely spaced modes due to long cavity lengths


• Typically several meters


High Power, Multimode 
Fiber-Coupled Diode


Pump Delivery 
Fiber


HR Grating PR Grating


Doped Fiber
CW Laser 


Output
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Amplifier Operation


• Just like a solid-state amplifier (all about overlap and saturation)
• But you don’t have to mode-match the signal and the pump
• The waveguide does this for you


• Length is determined by the core/clad area overlap
• And thus, the pump/signal overlap


Gain CrystalPump Beam


Signal
Lots of Unused 


Pump


Doped Fiber


Signal


Pump


Pump is Absorbed 
by End of Fiber 
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Fiber Amplifiers


• When seeded, fibers make very efficient amplifiers
• Offer much more gain than crystal amplifiers


• Due to length of gain medium
• Fiber amplifier typically offer gains ranging from 5-20dB


• The ability to generate pulsed output from a fiber
• By seeding with a pulsed source (diode, microchip laser)


Single-mode, 
Fiber-coupled 
Seed Diode


Isolator


Preamplifier Power Amplifier


Single-mode 
LMA Fiber


Pump 
Coupler


Pump Diode


Isolator


LMA Fiber


Pump 
Coupler


Pump Diodes


Amplified 
Output
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Performance


• Very high efficiency
• Due to gain length and core/clad overlap (signal/pump overlap)
• All of the pump is used (and all the gain is in the core)


• CW operation
• Yb-doped CW fiber systems have demonstrated >75% optical efficiency
• Er-doped systems are ~30% efficient (low power)
• Er:Yb-doped are ~35% efficient (high power)
• Tm-doped fibers are approaching 60% efficiency


• Pulsed operation
• High peak-powers are achievable rather efficiently


• Slightly less efficient than CW, but still much better than DPSS systems
• Due to low duty cycles


• Nonlinear effects become a major issue
• This is where the engineering comes in







Date/reference/classification
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Energy Scaling


• What are the limits?
• Fiber core size - high powers do not like to be confined to such a small area


• 10W average (10kHz, 10ns) in a 30um core = 14GW/cm2


• Self-focusing limit
• High intensities modulate the nonlinear refractive index in the core
• This can form a Kerr lens and focus the light until the fiber breaks
• The limit for silica fiber is ~4.5MW of peak power at 1064nm


• Does not depend on core size we have length on our side again
• Surface damage


• Occurs at the glass-air interface as the light exits the fiber
• Depends on the surface quality and the pulse width but a good rule of 


thumb is <4GW/cm2


• Bulk damage
• Depends on the peak power, pulse width, and core size (~600GW/cm2)


• Nonlinearities in the fiber
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Nonlinear Effects
• Fibers have one particular “limitation”


• Small cores yield very large optical intensities
• Consequently, the good things about fiber are also bad


• Small cores and long lengths may induce nonlinear effects
• What are these effects?


• Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS)
• Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS)


• Single frequencies
• Self-phase Modulation (SPM)


• Optical Kerr effect
• Nonlinear phase shift


• Four-wave Mixing (FWM)
• Χ(3) susceptibility


• Solutions?
• “Short” fiber lengths, large cores
• Novel fiber geometries
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Now for the Math...


• All effects are a function of fiber length, core size, and wavelength
• Shorter fibers, larger cores increase the nonlinear thresholds
• The longer the wavelength, the higher the threshold


• Example
• Pulsed Yb-doped fiber amplifier at 1064nm (10kHz PRF, 10ns pulses)


• Core diameter = 15um; fiber length = 5m; gR = 1x10-13 m/W
• PSRS=6.5kW average power of 650mW is above the SRS threshold
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Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE)


• The excited ions have to go somewhere
• If not extracted, the excited electrons decay and spontaneously emit
• Unfortunately, there is gain at the emission wavelengths


• So the spontaneous photons 
see gain and get amplified


• This reduces the amount of gain 
seen by the signal, thus 
reducing efficiency


• Solution
• Filter the out-of-band ASE
• Saturate the gain so the signal 


extracts most of the pump
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Background Losses in Silica


• Fibers have lowest loss in 1.55μm 
window (telecom)


• Relatively low loss in 1.0μm region
• Above 1.6μm, losses are getting higher
• Above 2.1μm, background loss is 


becoming significant (>0.1dB/m)
• For lasing, this means higher threshold for 


lasers
• Shorter fiber lengths would be required for 


efficient operation
• Higher propagation losses in passive fiber


• Limits propagation distances
• 10m transport = 20% power loss


20


Wavelength (μm)
G. Frith, et al., Photonics 
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So What are Silica Fibers Systems Good For?


• High average power, low pulse energy output
• With diffraction-limited performance
• Higher repetition rates (<50kHz to >1MHz)
• High efficiency far better than DPSS lasers
• Peak power output depends on pulse width and PRF


• Fibers make the perfect pump source for frequency conversion
• Excellent beam quality


• Determined by the fiber geometry
• Wavelength agility (not offered in crystal systems)


• Yb fiber offers more than 100nm of gain
• Tm offers more than 200nm


• Pulse flexibility 
• Pulse width and PRF variability 


• Manufacturability
• You can splice these fibers together and eliminate free-space transitions
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Considerations for Nonlinear Conversion
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What are Needed from Fibers for Conversion


• Need to match the pump laser with nonlinear material
• Gain region in fiber with the nonlinear material
• Yb with PPLN
• Er:Yb with PPLN
• Tm with ZGP, OPGaAs


• Need energy and peak power for conversion
• Nonlinear materials only care about peak intensity/energy
• These are not energy storage devices


• Conversion only occurs on a pulse-to-pulse basis
• This translates to either high peak power or high intensities


• By focusing tightly into nonlinear material 
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Ytterbium-Doped Fiber Systems


• Advantages:
• High efficiencies  (>70%)
• Low quantum defect


• Pumping from 915-976nm
• Lasing from 1040-1080nm


• Common wavelengths
• Primary Nonlinearities:


• SRS, SBS, SPM, FWM
• Challenges:


• Peak power scaling due to nonlinear effects
• How to get high peak power:


• Large fiber cores, short fiber lengths
• Novel fiber geometries
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Ytterbium Fiber Geometries
• Large Mode Area (LMA)


• Large core (15-30μm) with low NA (0.06-0.1)
• Up to 80μm has been reported (U. Michigan)
• Advantages:


• Coiling promotes single-moded operation
• HOMs get coupled into cladding
• Conventional splicing technology can be used


• Disadvantages:
• Coiling can artificially reduce mode size in the core
• Larger cores can support higher order modes


• Even with coiling
• Cannot scale to very large cores due to limited NA range


• Difficult to reduce NA below 0.06
• Splicing is difficult for cores above 25μm diameters


25


J.M. Fini, Opt. Exp. 14, 69 
(2006)


D. Kliner, et al., SPIE OE 
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Ytterbium Fiber Geometries


• Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF)
• Very large core (>40um) with low NA (<0.03)


• Air holes tailor the NA
• Advantages:


• “Endlessly” single-mode operation
• Significantly larger core diameters than LMA fibers


• Promotes power scaling with higher nonlinear thresholds
• Disadvantages:


• Coiling limitations 
• Low NA promotes significant bend-losses 


• For fundamental mode
• Requires >25cm bend radii


• Air holes are present around the core
• Cannot splice without collapsing air holes


• Need free-space transition
26
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Ytterbium Fiber Geometries
• Chirally-Coupled Core (CCC)


• Large core with low-moderate NA
• Helical coupled core 


• HOM suppression
• Advantages:


• Higher order modes see loss due to CCC
• Significantly larger core diameters are achievable than LMA fibers


• Promotes power scaling with higher nonlinear thresholds
• Can use with conventional splicing technology


• Disadvantages:
• Relatively new technology
• Need to develop components with matching passive fibers
• Bend radii can be large (15cm for 35um core)


• To avoid distortion in the fiber core
• Results in larger packages
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High Peak Power YDFA
• MOPA architecture


• Seeded by a microchip laser
• 10W average power, 9.6kHz PRF, 1ns PW 


• 1mJ pulse energy, 1MW peak power


28
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Erbium Fiber Systems
• Advantages:


• Eyesafe output in the 1.55um region
• Lasing from 1525-1575nm


• Leverage telecom technologies
• Primary issues:


• Low gain
• Doping is limited due to quenching


• Challenges:
• Absorption is low at 980nm


• Requiring long fiber lengths
• Diode brightness limitations 


• Resonant pumping at 1470nm adds 
promise to Er-only fibers


• But diodes are inefficient and not 
bright enough for high power
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Erbium-Ytterbium Fiber Systems


• Advantages:
• Eyesafe output in the 1.55um region


• Lasing from 1525-1575nm
• Pump with diodes used in Yb


• 915-975nm
• Primary issues:


• Energy transfer from Yb to Er 
• 1-micron ASE and parasitic lasing


• Challenges:
• Power scaling 


• NA limitations 
• Yb lasing
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Erbium-Ytterbium Fiber Geometries


• Pedestal Fiber
• Co-doping increases index in the fiber core
• A “pedestal” surrounding the core can reduce the NA in the core
• Advantages:


• Lower NA core compared to non-pedestal LMA designs
• NAs of 0.1 have been achieved


• Disadvantages:
• Additional glass material in the fiber


• Fusion splicing issues
• NA cannot be reduced indefinitely


• Limits power scaling with SM operation
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Pulsed Er:Yb Fiber Amplifier


• Pulsed MOPA
• Generating 10W average output power


• ~8ns pulses at 1545nm
• Converting to MWIR in PPLN


• 10mm long crystal
• 1.2W average MWIR power
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Thulium Fiber Systems


• Advantages:
• High efficiencies 


• Due to 2-for-1 cross-relaxation 
• Pumping at ~795nm


• Direct eyesafe output in the 2-micron region
• 1850-2100nm


• Primary nonlinearities
• FWM, SPM


• Challenges:
• Power scaling 


• Due to NA limitations
• Aluminum doping
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Thulium Fiber Geometries


• Tm fiber geometries
• LMA-pedestal


• To get high efficiencies in thulium
• Must get ions to cluster
• Dope core with aluminum ions


• Causes index/NA to increase
• Surrounding the core with an undoped pedestal


• Drops the NA of the core
• With respect to pedestal


• Disadvantages:
• Additional glass material in the fiber


• Fusion splicing issues (4 glasses in a PM fiber)
• NA cannot be reduced indefinitely


• Limits power scaling with SM operation
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D. Creeden, et al., Opt. Lett. 33, 315-317 (2008) 
D. Creeden, et al., SPIE Defense and Security  (2008) 
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TDFL Pumped Mid-IR OPGaAs OPO


• Q-switched Tm:Ho fiber laser
• Grating used to narrow output spectrum


• Pumping OPGaAs for MWIR generation
• 2.2W mid-IR output power


C. Kieleck, M. Eichhorn, et al., CLEO (2009)
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Summary


• Must tailor the fiber pump to the nonlinear material
• Nonlinear material will drive fiber dopant selection


• Must design fiber system around nonlinear effects
• For nonlinear conversion, we must generate peak power


• Without running into nonlinear effects in the fiber
• Need novel fiber geometries or clever architectures 


• To achieve high enough peak powers to convert


• We are currently at the limit of conventional technology
• Limited by components, doped fiber, free-space coupling
• Ideally, we need all-fiber solutions
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General Issues


• Nonlinear effects
• Need to trade-off nonlinear thresholds in the fiber with the peak-power 


requirements of the frequency converter


• Brightness of pump sources
• To keep gain lengths relatively short you need a high core/clad ratio


• Either means large core or small cladding


• Beam quality from LMA fibers
• LMA fibers cannot scale indefinitely
• Eventually higher order modes will prevail
• This leads to other fiber geometries (CCC, PCF)


• But we need components and architectures which mate with these new 
fibers
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General Issues
• Components


• Passive fibers to match active fibers
• Isolators, taps, pump combiners, diodes, etc.


• Fiber geometries
• LMA fibers have scaling issues


• The larger the core, the lower the NA
• Limits coiling, mode can get distorted by coiling (reducing mode area)


• Pedestal designs are difficult to splice to
• 3-4 different glass compositions in a single fiber


• Each with a slightly different melting point
• More research into other dopants


• Ytterbium is very common, but is the farthest away from the mid-IR
• Thulium and holmium are promising for mid-IR generation


• Offering high efficiency with wavelength advantages
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Path Forward


• More emphasis needs to be placed on component and fiber development
• Currently there are few commercial vendors of specialty fibers


• Especially for Thulium or Holmium-doped fibers
• Also few vendors for components


• Every time a new fiber is made, new components need to be developed
• Limits the turn-around time from new fiber development to its implementation 


in a system
• Need pump combiners and isolators compatible with the fiber


• Ideally, everything needs to be fiber-coupled
• To eliminate free-space coupling
• Free-space coupling into small-core fibers is not practical in real-world 


systems
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